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Milan, ltaly-based architect Sebastiano Brandolini wieldstwo pens,so

to speak: one as practitioner, the other as critic. He founded his own archi-
tecture studio, Brandolini Valdameri, with partner Monica Valdameri in

1998. But he also served on Casabella's editorial board for over 10 years,

writes f requently for La Repubblica, and recently wrote a monograph,
Gullichsen KairamoVormala (Skira,2000), "You have more liability in prac-

tice, whereas for a critic there are seldom any consequences. Criticism
and practice are like f iction and reality," says Brandolin i. Th is month, he

writes aboutthe Ruhr RiverValleyfor our Culture section (page 75).

"My mother was a landscape painter and my f ather was a historian,"
says photographer Chris Faust. "Landscape photography {elt like an

interesting blend of those aspects of culture." Faust began taking pic-
tures while he was a graduate student in biology. He has received
awards {rom the Graham Foundation and the American Society of
Landscape Architects, among other organizations, and has worked
extensively with landscape arch itects as well as lan dscape Architecture
magazine. For th is issue, Faust shot Loom's Woman Suff rage Memorial
in St, Paul, Minnesota (page 126).

Previously editorial director ol Progressive Architecture (until it folded
in 1996), Architecture's contributing editor Thomas Fisher is Dean of
the University o{ Minnesota's College of Architecture and Landscape
Architecture. "lt was a great lif e, being immersed in the editorial world
at PlA," Fisher says, "and I still f eel I haven't left it behind." Coeditor of
Cambridge University Press's Architectural Research Quarterly with
Peter Carolin, Fisher recently published ln the Scheme of Things:
Alternative Thinking on the Practice of Architecture (University of
Minnesota Press,2000), a col lection of his essays about the current and
f uture state of the profession. This month, Fisher reviews Loom's new
Woman Suff rage Memorial (page 126).

After practicing architecture for 12 years, photographer Thomas Miller
realized that he preferred photography, which he had been exploring on

his own. "lt was rough for the f irst two or three years," Miller says. "l woke

up one day and realized I was all alone, that I had given up my identity as

an architect and was unfamiliar with the world of photography." But this
didn't stop Miller, who began photographing natural landforms in the
Colorado Plateau-many of which make up his book, Desert Skin
(University of Utah Press,1994). "1 gradually began to understand the
inf luence of the landscape on man-made f orms." To f urther study this
idea, Miller traveled to Egypt to f ind parallels between the natural archi-
tecture ofthe desert and ancient man-made structures there. Photographs

from this series appear as a photo essay in this issue (page 112).

Paolo Polledri came to the U nited States f rom ltaly to attend graduate

school at Berkeley, in the era o{ Spiro Kostoff . "lt was an exciting time,"
he says, "but after a few years I felt the need to work in a less academic
environment." The move out of academia was a gradualtransition for
Polledri, who conducted research at Harvard's Center for International
Affairs before working at the Getty Center in Los Angeles. In '1987, he

went to San Francisco, where he founded the Department of
Architecture and Design at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art.
He remained curator of the department until 1994, during which time he

produced '12 exhibitions. Polledri returned to practice in 1998, and is cur-
rently a principal with Eight, Inc., a San Francisco-based architecture,
design, and planning f irm. For this issue, Polledri reviews the Hiroshi
Sugimoto exhibit at San Francisco's MoMA (page 84).

"Two years ago," says Danish illustrator Ulla Puggaard, "l dropped
everything and came to London to try to make a living f rom my draw-
ings," Wallpaper commissioned Puggaard to do several projects for its
sports magazine, Line. She has also done illustrations for ESPN maga-
zine and lhe Financial Times. She still does "underground work," such as

f liers and posters. "That kind of work allows me the Jreedom to develop
new ideas, and helps me stay on the cutting edge of what's going on."
This month Puggaard illustrates our story about concrete {or our
Practice section (page 70).

Sebastiano BrandoliniChris Faust Thomas Fisher
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By Reed Kroloff

Last month, to no one's great surprise, the National
Capitol Planning Commission (NCPC) approved
architect Friedrich St. Florian's much-revised design
for a World War ll memorial on Washington, D.C.'s
National Mall (page 45). With nods f rom both of the
city's major design review boards-the Commission
o{ Fine Arts had already assented-the troubled pro-
ject f inally cleared its last big hurdle, and one o{ the
nation's least successf ul design competitions sput-
tered to an ignominious end.

It was doomed to fail f rom the start. The project's
siting-f lanking the Rainbow Pool, between the
Lincoln Memorial and the Washington Monument-
never made sense: What could compete with tne
soaring power of Washington's obelisk, or the quiet
majesty of Lincoln's temple and ref lecting pool? St.
Florian's solutions only underscored the problem:
His first proposal-two great arcs of headless
columns surrounding the pool and backed by 50-foot-
high berms-met with howling disapproval. His f inal
design keeps the arcs-now f itted with 56 garlanded
pillars and two 40-foot-tall arches, all rendered in an
airless neoclassicism-but loses the berms. Though
misguided, at least the initial version had powerf ul
scale. Now it looks shrunken.

That's no way to honor people who literally saved
the world f rom evil. Nor is it a way to honor the Mall,
one of the nation's most important and symbolic
landscapes. NCPC and Fine Arts have betrayed the
public trust; Washington, D.C., will be diminished by

this project.

For architects, the debacle foregrounds the prob-
lem of design competitions in this country. St. Florian
won the World War ll commission in a 1g96 contest
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sponsored by the American Battle Monuments
Commission (ABMC). When off icials balked at the
berm-and-column scheme, he was sent back to the
drawing board. That was wrong. St. Florian d idn't pre-

vail in a request for proposals; his design won a com-
petition. When that design went south, the designer
should have gone with it. The ABMC should have
swallowed its pride and started f resh. Of course they
didn't, and the competition's murky rules protected

St. Florian against the indignant calls for his dismissal.

Sadly, there's nothing new in this, especially in

Washington, where memorial design is typically full
of intrigue, and can take decades to sort out (the
Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial gobbled up 30
years). Meanwhile, American clients-both institu-
tional and commercial-have watched and have
learned that design competitions can generate a lot
of architectural ideas at little or no cost.

This is not to suggest that competitions are
universally bad things. 'A well-organized and well-
managed competition can really up the odds for
excellent design," claims Roger Schluntz, dean of the
University of New Mexico's school of architecture
and a frequent competition adviser. Further, the
anonymity ol competition entrants broadens the
opportunities for less established f irms to secure
signif icant projects. The challenge is to rationalize
the process and make it f air.

There are good models to study, especially the her-
alded European systems. But running competitions
through centralized national agencies or professional
societies (as Europeans generally do) would never
work in the much larger, decentralized United States.
We need a general standard that could be adapted to
specific competitions. Certain provisions should be

universal: Architects must not work for f ree beyond a
preliminary round, competition rules must be clear
and adhered to thoroughly, and architects should
retain ownership of their ideas, unless they forleit
them willingly as part olthe rules.This is just a start.

Who should develop such a standard? As the only
national organization representing this prof ession,
the American Institute of Arch itects (AtA) is the rea-
sonable forum. The AIA has addressed the issue
bef ore in a competition guide, but at 20 years old, that
document is hardly relevant. lt is time to put compe-
titions on the front burner of debate, before we all get
burned with another memorial like the one about to
break ground in Washington. fr
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Structuring Sculpture
Reading "Building a Better Blob"
by Joseph Giovannini (September
2000, page 126), I would offer two
short observations.

The Statue of Liberty (SoL) is
actually an excellent example of
what Gehry's work does not do. In
the SoL Eiffel introduced a star-
tling innovation in structural engi-
neering to support Bartholdi's
sculpture. The structure and skin
are distinct, and part of the beauty
of it is their visual and conceptual
interplay. In all but one of Gehry's
proiects that I am aware of, the
structure is designed as an olfset
lrom his established skin geometry.
While the structures are devised
with great pragmatism by his
collaborators, the innovations are
in the CAD/CAM process estab-
lished by Gehry's off ice.

The one exception is in the
current Parizer Platz project with
Jorg Schlaich. There is indeed a
worthy parallelto the SoL collabo-
ration, where structure and sculp-
ture interplay beautif ul ly.

Schlaich, in my view the great-
est living structural designer, rs
sorely missed in your presentation
of "digital" work. There are no bet-
ter displays of the remarkable {ree-
dom and expression aflorded
by digital methods than his many
realized projects.

Guy JP Nordensen
New York City

Architecture,
Undressed
ls it just me? Why do the f ull-page
posed spreads bother me? | guess
because it's more personality/ego
and less architecture. Specif ically in
the September issue: the "cool
Eurochemist in jeans" (page 55),
"the return of classic Latin sophisti-
cation" (page 67), and "the dean oJ

Prada" (page 93). lf I felt like the
projects were thoroughly covered
and there was a lot of space left
to f ill, this stufl would not be so
troubling. How about more critical
analysis, larger plans, more sec-
tions? In short, more in-depth cover-
age? Then if you feel that you have
really exhausted the subject add the
f luff. At this point I think it is just
a big diversion. ls this what it takes
to sell, orto get people's projects
into, the magazine these days?

Leland W. Stearns
Stearns Architecture

Laguna Beach, California

Dinner for One
You chose an apt cover image
to represent your feature on digital
architecture (September 2000):
Kolatani MacDonald's Hot Tub
House perf ectly sums up the com-
bination of object fetishism and
amorphism that results from exces-
sive preoccupation with the end-
less formal possibilities offered by
digital modeling.

Has horror yacui been suo-
planted by the new, digitally driven
millennial malaise ol horror
orthogonis? Have we been liberated
from the constraints ofthe Mayline
only to f ind ourselves made captive
by the seductions of a new medium?

Far lrom pushing architectural
discourse in new directions, the
formal experimentation exhibited
by these projects leads to nothing
more than an empty aesthetic expe-
rience (Rashid and Couture's
Virtual Exchange, where form and
content do seem to be related, is an
all-too-rare exception). The formal
territory itself is not particularly
groundbreaking: Peter Cook et al.

were doing this kind of stuff more
than thirty years ago.

I can therefore only interpret
the inclusion of Thomson & Rose's
Gulf Coast Arts Center as an act
of penance by the editors: Knowing
that readers would still be hungry
after an unsatisfying course of
digital smoke and mirrors, they
finally serve up an abundance
of light, shadow, surface, texture
and materiality.

lf your September issue were a

dinner party, then Thompson &
Rose would be carrying on an
inspiring conversation; the digital
architects, however, are just playing
with their food.

Yann Taylor
Field Paoli Architects

San Francisco, CA
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Spectacular
Richard Ingersoll's brief essay on
architecture and spectacle (August
2000, page 78), is the best piece of
writing l've ever read in an architec-
ture magazine. He is analytical,
persuasive, suggestive, positive,
resourcef ul, prescriptive, and intel-
ligent. His varied reJerences and
historical understanding bring
extraordinary depth to our percep-
tions of the current situations.
Thank you for making his thinking
available to a wider audience. lt
certainly enlarges one sense of
the architectural debates. and more
importantly, the cultural discus-
sions necessary for altering the
direction of change.

Paul Hester
Hester + Hardaway Photographers

Fayettevi I le,.Texas

No Sudden
Movements
f n regard to your article "New York
rlmes Leaving Times Square"
(September, page 34), the Times
Company has not yet decided to
make the move.

In addition, if Times Square
is construed to be only the triangle
between Broadway, Seventh

architecture'11.00 29
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Avenue, and 42nd Street, then the
Times Company left it in 1913, when the
current headquarters was built on West
43rd Street. But if Times Square is
not a district, then the Times Company
is hardly moving at all. The proposed
building would be located between
Seventh and Eighth Avenues and
between 40th and 41st Streets-a mere
three blocks south of the current head-
quarters, well within the commonly rec-
ognized boundaries of Times Square.

A more accurate headline might
have underscored the fact that The
New York Times Company is not plan-
ning to leave either New York City
or the Times Square area. The Times
Company is f ully committed to both.

Catherine J. Mathis, Vice President,
Corporate Communications

The New York Times Company

Building A Legacy
Your tribute to John Hejduk is the most
appropriate, precise, and insightf ul
piece I have read to date (August 2000,
page 13). To me it was a bittersweet
'issue; it starts with your tribute and
virtually ends with my project, a pro-
ject in which I really thought a lot about
him and his pedagogy.

Paul Rudolph was supportive of
John when he was young, and gave
him ateaching lob atYale. John Hejduk
was my mentor who gave me my f irst
teaching job, Therefore this issue has
a metaphorical and historical loop
about it, in how generations of archi-
tects continue the legacy by learning
from history and mentors, and keep the
future alive by supporting the follow-
ing generation of architects. Of course
I do not have a lot of sympathy for the
in-between prolects, but I hopethe end
pieces kept us sane.

Toshiko Mori
Principal, Toshiko Mori Architect

. New York Citv

WE WAI{TTO HEAR FROM YOU!

Send your letters to the editor to:
Arch i tectu re,770 Broadway, New York,
NY 10003. Or fax to:646/654-5817,
Or e-mail us at:
i nfo@arch itect u rc mag.co m.
Include your name, address, and day-
time phone number. Letters may be
edited lor clarity or length.
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For example?
I think one's gotto have events and

lectures that are the big names. We

had IFord Motor Company's vice
president of designl Jay Mays and

[industrial designer] Marc Newson

at the Design Museum. And we

f illed the place-because every

designer in London wanted to try to
get a job f rom Jay Mays and talk in

thef lesh with Marc Newson.You've
gotto have those things that have a

must-go quality to them, where
people feel that it's not just a social

event, that it actually is essential
prof essional networking,

You hold a Ph.D. in Modern
European Thought. What does
that mean?
It basically means the Istudy of
thel history of the modern move-

ment or modern thought, between

1818 and 1917-wow, do you really
want me to go into detail?-it's
really the whole notion of relativity
and relativism f rom Wittoenstein
onward really...

How do you use that knowl-
edge in what you do?
Put it this way: Wittgenstein isn't
first and central in my thoughts
every minute of the day. But I think
it's very important to view any cul-
tural movement, whether in design

and architecture or literature or
performing arts, against the think-
ing ofthe period.

Recent reports have branded
Glasgow's Year of Architecture
a failure. What do you think
went wrong?
I don't know, to be honest. The
most important thing about that is
sustainability, you know, what hap-
pens after the f ireworks, what is
the outcome rather than what was

the impact. That's what always
interests me about any education
program or any festival.

Speaking of the Millennium
Dome..,
Just don't even get me going. The

Dome is lust the most aw{ul polit-
ical white elephant. lt could have

been stopped. The signals were al I

there, you know. Price Waterhouse
Coopers was doing audits on the
business plan and saying this
thing ain't gonna f ly. And still the
politicians kept pushing because
it was this great idol to their own

ego. lt's what always happens
when culture is hijacked by politi-
cians. The trouble is that we're left
with a wonderf ul building, but with
no future use for it.

What exhibitions are you
planning?
It's still really early, but I'd love to
do something on new media. You

know, what's at the end of this dig-
ital design thing? lthink it would be

such a challenge to do a meta-
products show in the Cooper-
Hewitt without f ighting the
Carnegie Mansion, without putting
up an installation that fights or
tries to deny Iits surroundings].

What are you looking
forward to most about living in
NewYork?
Bagels. And also-l just think New

York is just the most wonderf ul

cultural supermarket. lt is a f an-
tastically vibrant and exciting
museum and artistic communitv.

Have you found an apartment
yet?
No.

Good luck.

DaimlerGhrysler, Gor
Chrysler Desidn Awards

Design and marketing were married long ago, but recently the two seem

to be on a second honeymoon-with the help of a big, shiny car. A style

maven among the staid American automobile industry, DaimlerChrysler

is known for its fashionable cars as well as its namesake deco building in

New York City, which is often called a "beacon of progress."

Appropriately then, the eighth annual Chrysler Design Awards, pre-

sented on 0ctober 25, honored six designers who have fluidly combined

art and c0mmerce. Each winner received a trophy designed by Chuck

Hoberman (a 1997 honoree) and $I0.000. Lauren Wolfe

Architect Will Bruder (2) uses desert regionalism in such works as

the Phoenix Central Library and the Nevada Museum of Art.
Currently working on projects involving Governors lsland and the
Swedish town of Alvsjo, James Corner is chair o{ landscape archi-
tecture and regional planning at the University of Pennsylvania
School of Fine Arts.
David M. Kelley is the designer of the original Apple mouse and

the Palm V handheld computer. The founder of IDEO, an industrial
design and product consultancy, he currently works with Nike, Oral
B, Dell, and Samsung.

Ted Muehling (5) is a jewelry designer who uses both precious and

everyday materials, and, more recently, has created a line of porce-

lain dinnerware.
As the graphic designer of television's Pee Wee's Playhouse and

creator of the underground comic strip "Jimbo," Gary Panter (8)

combines whimsy and the sublime.
Paula Scher (4) develops period typography lor graphic design
heavyweight Pentagram. She has designed album covers, book jack-

ets, and features in The New YorkTimes Magazine.

-
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Buzz
London's Conran & Partners

is working on a 600,000-square-foot

retail center at 0cean Terminal in

Edinburgh, Scotland,

Preservationists in Santa Monica,

California, are balking at actor-

director Roberl Redfotd's

attempts to restore Aero, a 1 939

independenl movie house to its orig-

inal Art Deco splendor-but not for

the reason you might think.Their

only complaint is that Redford's

renovation plan, in conjunction with

Sundance Film Centers, doesn't

rnclude additional parking, In

autocentric Cali, this is crazy talk.

A neighborhood on lVlanhattan's

Upper Ea$ Side has taken a high-tech

approach to urban security by

installing a blockwide, outdoor system

that-with the touch ol a button on

a keychain that residents carry-acti-

vates strobe lights and loudspeakers,

calls the police, and instantaneously

pinpoints a victim's name and location,

Plans to install schmancy, self-

cleaning public toilets (at $250,000

a pop) on the streets of Boston were

quashed by that city's Architectural

Access Board when it was discovered

that the johns, designed by Wall

USA, lack disabled access.

A survey by the Home Improvtment

Researth Institute shows that m0re

women are getting involved in the

country's do-it-yourself boom. In

1 7 home improvement categories,

I 2 showed an increase in participation

among women between I 997 and

I 999, At the same time. home

improtlement product purchases by

men have declined,

The varied work of
this year's award
winners f rom the
Cooper-Hewitt,
National Design
Museum and
DaimlerChrysler
includes (clockwise
from top left):
Frank Gehry's pro-
posal lor L.A.'s Walt
Disney Concert
Hall;Will Bruder's
Phoenix Central
Library; John
Hejduk's unbuilt
"Cathedral"; Paula
Scher's poster for
Broadway's Erlng
ln 'Da Noise, Bring In
'Da Funk;fed
Muehling's coral
lamps; interior
oJ Morris Lapidus's
Eden Roc Hotel in

Miami Beach;Apple
Computer's rainbow-
bright iMac line;
and Gary Panter's
album cover for icon-
oclast Frank Zappa.

'-Hewitt Hand Out Design lfudos
National Design Awards

Chicken, egg; form, function: It doesn't seem to matter anymore which came first. So say

the winners of the Cooper-Hewitt's inaugural National Design Awards. They have done away
with the bleached-out, barely there computer, and have then used this same computer to
create even more interesting products, environments, and other design solutions-proving
that " industrial " no longer necessarily means ugly. A group 0f "peer professionals" includ-
ing domestic savant Martha Stewart and architect Daniel Libeskind judged the awards. The

museum has already released the names of four winners, and, on November 15, will announce

three more ftom the 15 finalists presented here in the categories of Environment, Product,
and Communications design. l.l,/.

Cited for creating "a powerf ul new vocabulary," Frank Gehry (1) is the winner of a
Lifetime Achievement Award. His Guggenheim Museum Bilbao and the Experience
Music Project in Seattle use architecture as a tourist strategy.
Apple Computer (7), snagged the Corporate Achievement Award for its invention
and reinvention of its technicolored Macintosh and iMac lines.
American Originals are those whose contributions "have produced a profound impact
upon their pro{essions and the public," Architect John Hejduk (3) influenced genera-
tions of architects as the dean of Cooper Union's School o{ Architecture (August 2000,
page 29). In the 1940s and 1950s, Morris Lapidus (6) built his iconic Fountainbleau Hotel
(1954) and retail stores using the "woggle" (an amoeba-like shape) and his theories of
"curving, sweeping lines, drama, lighting, color, and adornment."
Environmental Design: Architects Will Bruder, Steven Holl, Thom Mayne, Samuel
Mockbee; landscape designer Lawrence Halprin.
Product Design: Industrial designers Niels Diff rient and Paul MacCready; struc-
tural inventor Chuck Hoberman; jewelry and f urniture designer Ted Muehling;
outdoor clothier Patagonia.
Communications Design: Exhibition designer Ralph Appelbaum; graphic designers
Alexander Gelman, Fabien Baron, and Stefan Sagmeister; and digital designer
April Greiman.
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Make Good
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London architect Norman Foster

has designed the $58 million,

1 60-acre London City Racecourse

for steeplechases, Foster caught

heal from Britain's preservation com-

munity when it was discovered that

an ill-informed materials supplier mis-

takenly specified a Portland cement

like product to repair an historic

slone portico as part 0l the architect's

$141 million renovation of the

British Museum,

The Rdenl Emeryency Managemerl

Authority estimates that U,S.-

based earthquakes cause more than

$4 billion in damage annually.

The city of San Diego has run oul of

monoy lor its Antoine Predock

designed Padres ballpark and ceased

c0nstructi0n last month until it can

float a new $225 million bond issue to

residents to make up the difference,

Empire State Building of f icials,

take noter Chicago's Hancock Center

has doused its ornamental nighttime

lighting to save the nearly I ,500

bi rds that-n i ghtlyl-meet abrupt

deaths when they crash into the tower

during migration season, mistaking

its illumination for stars or the m00n.

In lhe immortal words of Dennis

Miller, "Ihat's the news, folks, and

I am outta herel"

Pennsylvania Governor Tom Ridge

has committed $15 million to an

expansion of the Philadelphia-based

Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine

Arts, which currently occupies a

landmark 1 876 former automobile

lactory designed by Frank Furness.

Leomi nster, Massachusetts, olf icials

have saved the last apple orchard

in the hometown of John Chapman

EIil lf downtown Washington, D.C., were a human being, then the closing of Pennsylvania Avenue in
f ront of the White House would constitute a five-year-long heart attack-an obstructed vessel lying atthe vital cen-
ter ofthe city. President Clinton, citing urgent security worries, closed the avenue between 15th and 17th streets,
N.W., a few weeks after a truck bomb blew up the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City. Downtown
Washington hasn't been the same since. Rollerbladers and street-hockey players, who quickly occupied the empty
block hemmed in by checkpoints and huge concrete f lowerpots, loved the idea. But nearly everybody else missed
the cosmopolitan bustle of traff ic by the executive mansion-especially local business owners.

With Clinton leaving off ice in January, the Federal City Council, a secretive civic group of business brokers
in D,C. led by former Senator Bob Dole, decided to seize the occasion to reopen the avenue. The group hired the
Rand Corporation to conduct a $75,000 study on security surrounding the White House and also retained
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (SoM) to redesign the street based on Rand's f indings. SOM's plan envisions mov-
ing the street's checkpoints to adjacent Jackson Place and Madison Place along Lafayette Park, which lies
directly across Pennsylvania f rom the White House, and also erecting footbridges over the street that would
allow cars to pass under but would keep out trucks or buses more likely to be carrying arms or bombs.

The reopening plan enjoys the support of Congressional Delegate Eleanor Holmes Norton (D-District of
Columbia), D.C. Mayor Anthony Williams, and outgoing Senator Patrick Moynihan (D-NewYork)-every bigfoot
its proponents could hope to gather in line, except one: The U.S. Secret Service, which has favored keeping the
street closed allalong. Marc Connolly, a Secret Service spokesman and special agent, says, "Obviously,that's
been a hot issue lately," but adds, "right now, we don't have a comment." Bradford McKee

tltJ
"jr"1 f]l
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(a.k,a, Johnny Appleseed). the leg-

endary figure who introduced apple

trees 1o lhe M,dwest, Paul Possick,

the owner of Sholan Farm, agreed to

sell the acreage to the city rather

than chop it up into residential lots.

Author John Grisham(The Firn)

has donated nearly 1 000 acres in

Charlottesville, Virginia, to the

Piedmont Environmental Council

to be used as conservation easements.

Talk about sick building syndrome:

A HAZI\4AT team ellacuated more than

100 employees complalning of drzzi-

ness from a three-story San Diego-

area off ice bui lding,Twenty-four were

treated and released from hospitals,

The cause: Janitors had placed too

many deodorizer cakes in the urinals,

(Seriously,)

Hellmuth, 0bata + l(assabaum's

NewYork City office will design a

$40 million performance arts center in

Bethel, NewYork, on approximatelythe

same site where the famed Woodstock

concert took place in 1 969,

Fans of the Georgia rock group

R.E.M. are tlniting against the

destruction of an abandoned train

trestle depicted on the cover of the

band's f irst album, Murmur (1983).

After thousands of e-mails, Athens-

Clarke County Commission of f i-

cials voted to purchase the trestle f0r

$25,000 from CSX Transportation,

Now to buy the land it sits on,

Easier said than done:The 2-mile

tract has a $7 million price tag,

Damn Dome: David James, the newly

appointed chief of the Millennium

Dome, now says it never should

have been built and has called for

the resignation of Lord Falconer of

Thoronton, the minister who pushed

Hans Hollein's proposal for a Guggenheim Museum outpost in Salzburg, Austria, which features a subterranean homage to
Wright's New York City spiral (above left) and a geodesic skylight (above right), contrasts with city's baroque Old Town (top).

Hollein to Design
Austrian Guggenheirn
E@ Hans Hollein's radical 11-year-old pro-
posal for a subterranean museum carved into a

mountainside may yet come to f ruition as an outpost
of the Guggenheim in the Austrian city of Salzburg.
The scheme is currently the renewed focus of dis-
cussions with political and planning bodies. A deci-
sion is expected by the end of the year.

Hollein's project has a long, intriguing history, lt
was originally the winner oJ an international compe-
tition for a museum to house the city's art collection
(other participants included Giancarlo de Carlo and

Jean Nouvel). Hollein's proposal carves into the
Mdnchsberg plateau that towers over Salzburg's
baroque Old Town, creating a network of subter-
ranean galleries and ancillary spaces linked by a fun-
nel-shaped ascent spiraling through the natural rock.

Glazed shafts bring daylight into the labyrinth below.
Although it was undoubtedly visionary, practical

and political d iff icu lties contrived to sideline the pro-
ject until Thomas Krens, then newly appointed as

director ofthe Guggenheim Foundation, was shown
plans of the scheme by f riends who lived in Salzburg.

Krens was immediately fascinated. Since the 1990s,

the Guggenheim Foundation has been eager to
expand its European operations (until Frank Gehry's
museum in Bilbao, the museum could only display 3

percent of its collections). Hollein's suites of gal-
leries seemed capable of accommodating a

Guggenheim program of large-scale touring exhibi-
tions and more intimate, studio-like displays.

Despite Krens' enthusiasm and commitment, how-

ever, wider doubts remained about the f easibility of
the project's construction and operation and its effect
on the historic Old Town, despite being largely under-
ground. These reservations were compounded, when

Salzburg was faced with an inf lux of ref ugees f rom

Eastern Europe following the collapse of Communism

in the early 1990s. Attention then switched to Bilbao

and momentum was lost. Now, with a more settled
political and economic climate and the huge success

of Bilbao as a compelling tourist spot, the time seems

right for Salzburg to try again.

In the meantime, Hollein can console himself with
the thought that it took Frank Lloyd Wright 17 years to
build the original Guggenheim in New York City.
Radical vision takes time. Catherine Siessor
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Federal Jury
Makes Clint
Eastwood's Day
Actor l(icks ADA Violations Charges

II[[![ A f ederal jury in San Jose made Clint Eastwood's day in late September. The

stoic actor-director turnecl the spotlight on the 10-year-old Americans with Disabilities Act
and stood his ground against allegations by a wonran with muscular dystrophy that she

lvas treated Lrnfairly ancJ enrbarrassed when she dined at Eastwood's Mission Ranch Inn in

Carmel, Cali{ornia, and found it was not f ully wheelchair accessible.
Diane zum Brunnen of Alanreda, Ca ifornia, f iled suit for unspecif ied damages in 1997,

after she had to travei nrore than 200 feet and cross a driveway to reach an accessible bath-
room. Among other things, she and her husband also complained that the only accommo-
dations accessible to her cost $225 per night, while other rooms went for as little as $85.

An eight-member jury found lnconsistencies in the plaintif{'s testimony and evidence.

They unanimously found Eastwood not liable, a verdict that pleased the star of such outlaw
fablesas UnforgivenandTheGood,theBad,andtheUgly,Theactoremphasizedthathe
supports the ADA, but not what he vielvs as unscrupulous lawsuits that r de its coattails,

Eastwood supports a Congressionai billthat would give business owners a chance to

f ix ADA violations within a set period, such as 90 days. Failing to act on such notif ication, an

owner coulcl be sued. Aclvocates for the disabled argue that ADA building requirenrents are

reaclily available, if sonrewhat conf using to some arclritects, builders and property owners.

"lf a person were denied access based on ethnicity or race, nobody would say give them [the
ownerl 90 days' notice. People f orget that we're talking about discrimination," saicl Willianr
G. Stothers, cleputy director of tlre Center f or an Accessible Society, a national organization
based in San Diego.

Incidentally, Eastwooci isn'tthe only property owner lagging in ADA compliance:Tlrefed-
eralcourtroorr where his case was heard is not wheelchair accessible. Ann Jarntusclt

Ann Jarmttsclr is lhe San Dieqo Union-Tribune's architecture critic.
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Is Renzo Piano's l(ansai Airport Sinki ng?
@o'K.,it'sofficia|:Afteryearsofdenia|,Japaneseofficia|shavefina||yadmitted
that the engineering heavyweight Kansai International Airport-just six years after its completion
to designs by ltalian architect Renzo Piano-is settling at an f aster-than-expected rate.

Of course designers and engineers anticipated some settling: The entire 294,000-square-meter
complex sits atop a 1,263-acre, completely man-made island in Osaka Bay. Unfortunately though,
their settlement estimates fell short. Recent reports indicate that the airport has subsided 3.4 feet
ahead of schedule. While builders planned for the complex to meander down to 11.5 feet over mean
sea level over a decade, it is now expected to reach just I feet above sea level.

As a result, the airport has deployed a sophisticated pump system to reduce rising seawater lev-
els. Future repairs may include a dike-like structure to maintain constant water heights. But off i-
cials are conf ident of having f ull buoyancy: Construction is currently under way on a neighboring
man-made island to support additional f acilities. M.O.

Parl ament to ltppr.o!e the br ron-

00 rar pr0lecl

Skidnroru. 0wings & Merrill is

des qning a $900 m I on Nev,rYork

C tv headquarters for the Canadian

inrprrial Sank of Comrnerce and

s retro'filt ng a poriion of a Battery

Park C tv tolrer n Gorham 1o house

'he Skyscraper Museum

Arts patroIs Eli and Edythe

Broad ha'ie donated $20 mi on 1o

the University of California,

Los Angrles 10 tufd the c0fslr!cl 0|

ol a new arls complex lo be des gned

lry Richarti lVleier.

Although Friedrich St. Florian s

Wor d War ll memor a has jumpe"

through that last bLrreaLrcral c

troor sfagg fg the approval of the

Nationai f, apiial Planning
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Gommission-a group called the

National Coalition to Save Our

Mall has actually filed suit against

the federal g0vernment in an attempt

to block its construction.

Researchers al the Friedrich List

Institute of Traffic Science at

Dresden University of Technology

in Germany are using a computer

model to study crowd panic,The

model factors in distances, sizes,

and velocities rather than mental

states t0 see how more intelligently

designed buildings might alleviate

panic-related injuries and fatalities

in an emergency,

Italian architect Renzo Piano wi

oversee a $227 million renovation

and remodeling of San Francisco's

California Academy of Sciences, He
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has also been selected to design a

new Midtown l\4anhattan headquarters

lor The New York Trnes.

The Universily of Texas at Austin

has selected "safe Boston architects

Kallmann Mcl(innell & Wood

(KMW) to design the new Blanton

Museum ofArt, KMW steps into the

comnission nearly a year afte, unr-

versity regents rejected three

schemes by Stlliss architects H€rzog

& de Meuron, eventually forong

them to resign,

0BITUARY: Benno Fischer,

Holocaust survivor and former Neutra

associate who helped des gn the

planned Los Angeles Museum of

the Holocaust,86.

Fung Named To
National Council
0n the Arts
@fi!!@!! Last month, the White House announced
President Clinton's intention to nominate Los Angeles-based archi-
tect Hsin-Ming Fung to the National Councilon the Arts. Fung,
cofounder and director ol design of Hodgetts + Fung Design
Associates, is half oJ the husband-and-wif e team (with Craig
Hodgetts) behind the recent renovation of L.A.'s Egyptian Theater
f or the American Cinematheque and the under way reconstruction
of the iconic Hollywood Bowl outdoor amphitheater.

Fung is a professor of environmental design at the California State Polytechnic University and currently
holds the Eero Saarinen visiting chair at Yale U niversity's G raduate School of Art and Arch itecture. Hodgetts
and Fung were 1991 recipients of the National Endowment for the Arts Rome Prize Advance Fellowship and
1996 Chrysler Award winners.

The National Council on the Arts, a presidentially appointed body, advises the National Endowment for
the Arts on issues of policy, programming, and procedure. M.O.

Byan Systems Inc. automatic gate and access control products
offer unsurpassed qualiry and dependabiliry with totally
integrated electronic 6c hydraulic design. Byan gate system

applications contain state of the art electronics/hydraulics;
optimizing both safery & securiry. All operators can be coded

with personal securiry codes.

t 19'W'est 3rd Street . Lusk,

r-800-223-2926
www.byan.com

UL325 Certified
Vyoming82225

Circle 92 on information card
Circle 90 on intbrmation card
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Exhibitions

Chicago
Skyscrapers:The New Millenium at
the Art Inst tute of Ch cago through
January 15,2001 (312) 443-3600

Los Angeles
The work of UCLA faculty including
Dana CuJf, Greg Lynn, Thom Mayne,
and Anthony Vidler ai the UCLA
Hammer Museum through January 7,

2041 www. ha m mer. u c I a.ed u

Miami
Print, Power, and Persuasion:
Graphic Design in Germany,
1890-1945 at the Wolf sonian
through Apr I 29, 2001 (305) 537-7007

NewYork City
Nordic Design: The Generation X
rs the naugural exh bit at the
npr| Pn sro, rltrq,^nP. Sr:1g.13",3

'! 
I v!viv

Holse: I he \orc c Cerrer n

America; November 3 through
December30 (21 2) //9 3587

Ruskin's ltaly, Ruskin's England
at the Morgan Library though
January 1,2441 (272) 685 0AAB

Utopia: The Search for the ldeal
Society at the NewYork Pub ic
L b'ary th ougl' Ja.rua y 27,2AA1

www.nypl.org

Masterpieces f rom the Vitra
Design Museum: Furnishing the
Modern at the Smithsonian Cooper-
Hewitt, National Design Museum
through February 4, 200.1

(21 2) 849-8400

The New York Century:World
Capital Home Town, 1900-2000
Arnp M rsprrr nr tl-e C -u nl New
York through February 4,20a1
(212) 5s4-16/2

The Opulent Eye of Alexander
Girard al the Sm trsor an Coope.
Hewiti. National Design Museum
through March 18,2001
(21 2) 849 8400

Newark, New Jersey
The Language oJ Michael Graves:
Architecture and Product Design
al -he Npn ,le.spv lns- -,.rc Or

Technology through November 19

(973) 596-5566

Pittsburgh
Aluminum by Design: Jewelry to
Jets ar rr^e Ca,reg e Museln of A t:
October 2B-Febr uary 1 1, 2001
(41 2) 622-37 7 B

St. Louis, Missouri
Architect of Form and Spirit: Eric
Mendelsohn in Saint Louis at the
Center of Contemporary Arts
through March 10,2O01

(314) 725-6555

Tacoma, Washington
Out of Time: Designs for the 20th-
Century Future Washington State
H stor cal Soc ety; NovemberB
January 1, 2aA1 www.si.edu I sltes

Washington, D.C.
On the Job: Design and the
American Off ice opens November
1B at the National Build ng Museum
(202) 272-2448

Art Nouveau,1890-1914 at the
Nat onal Gallery of Art through
January 28,2AU e02) 737-4215

Wood:An American Tradition at
the National Building Museum
through Apr 122,2041 eaq 272 2448

Monuments, Mills, and Missile
Sites:ThirtyYears of the Historic
American Engineering Record
at the National Build ng Museum
through Apr | 29, 20A1 QA2) 272-2448

Conferences

Vertical City: New Challenges for
21st Century Megacities Madridl
November 7-10 (34) 91 -366-61 lA
wpa@tsai,es

Things in the Making:
Contemporary Architecture and the
Pragmatist lmagination at the
Museum of Modern Art, NewYork;
November 1A 11 el2)7AB-94AA

Build Boston Boston; November
14 16 (61/) 951-1433 ext. 227

48th Annual P/A Awards spon-
corpd hv Arrhilpelttrc Deadlrne
December 1 (646) 654-5765

The C ty of NewYork is ssulng a

Request for Proposals for an advi-
sor to the Design Competition for
End Use Master Plan Concepts for
Fresh Kills Landf i on Staten lsland
lnd vidualsorf rms may fax (212)

72a- 3244 I or Iurther inf ormation

Proiecis nt a I sr.a es 'vnps and
budgets are eligib e for the
$30,000 pr ze of the new World
Architecture Awards qadr.r- srereo
with the Roya Institute of British

The Canadian Cerrtre for Architecture (CCA) wraps up its series Year of

the City with three related shows under the rubric Cities in Motion, Each

exhibition examines the way trains, cars, barges, buses, bridges and trucks
have transformed the city and how we understand it. Toys & Transport

begins with shiny miniatures that convey the early romance of transit, and

moves on to grittier depictions (like Andrew L. Moore's U nder the Brooklyn
Brldge, 1983). Montreal Mobile shows that city's history as a commercial
crossroads in the 19th century, and its struggles to incorporate newer

modes oi transportation like the highway. Lastly, results f rom the CCA's

much-discussed Competition for the Design of Cities are on display.

Through April 1,2001 at the Canadian Centre for Architecture, 1920 rue

Baile, Montreal, Quebec. (514) 939-7000.

NAHB's International Builder's Architects), Fif ty f nalists and one

Show At anta; February 9-12,2AA1 winner w ll be selected. App cat ons
(2A2) 822-0200 due December 1, 2000

Competitions
www. wo r I d ar c h I tectu r e award s, co, u k

The Rudy Bruner Award for Urban
Excellence recognizes places, pro-
jec's. and or'ga^ ral o^, rhat
demonstrab y contrbute to c ty I fe
w th a gold meda prize of $50,000,
Ann cztinnq dr c Dcremhef 4

www. b r u n e rfo u n d at i o n.o r g

Yo-ng Vassacl'Jsel r ) a.c "litects
may compete f or the $35,000 Rotch
Travel I ing Scholarship, Requests
for informat on due January 1, 2001

www. rotc h sc h o I ars h r p.o r g

The James Beard Restaurant
Design Award is open to any
restaurant in the U,S, or Canada
thai opened a{ter Janrary L 1998.

Applicatrons due January 31 , 2001

fax (21 2) 627-7064
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0n the
Boards
Barkow Leibinger Architects
Potsdam Biosphere, Potsdam, Germany

The Bornstedter Field outside Potsdam, Germany,

has a long (though not quite illustrious) martial
history. The Prussian army performed exercises

there. the Nazis conducted mock battles to train

troops, and, finally, occupying Soviet forces erected

a series of barracks on the site. This last group dra-

matically reshaped the f ield by building huge

earthen berms as fortifications for their barracks.

Today, when traces of that occupation are being

effaced in the rest ofthe city, Barkow Leibinger

Architects is retaining the forms of the old earth-

works as the basis for their Potsdam Biosphere.

The City of Potsdam, the project's developer,

asked for a 65,000-square-foot structure that could

serve as a pavilion f or the 2001 German Flower S how,

and then be quickly transformed into a diff erent

public amenity. That second incarnation is a nature-

oriented entertainment complex consisting of a

series oJ created environments-an aquarium, ice

cave, pond, and rock cliffs, for example-connected by

a pathway that goes over, around, and through them.

i.:,+
e:;, - .:i .:

The Biosphere, which will be {inished next

April, is less of a new building than a new roof over

the man-made landscape of the earthen berms.

Three 10-foot-high drumlins of recycled crushed

concrete act as the walls for a 580-foot-long-by-

140-foot-wide flat roof that spans them, though the

drumlins are not structural-the roof is supported
by concrete columns that make it seem to f loat

above the mounds, A series of exhibit rooms,

support spaces, and a restaurant are notched into

the earthen walls, so that much of the interior is

left open for the varied landscapes of the

Biosphere. The 17.8-million dollar prolect is one

element ol a larger urban design plan f or Potsdam,

which willultimately include housing and a

new park nearby. Anne Guiney

Panorama of aouarium and BiosDhere

Panorama of restaurant and BiosDhere

56 11.00 architecture
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Weiss/Manf redi Architects
Museum ofthe Earth, lthaca, NewYork

The Finger Lakes region of upstate New York

is a textbook example of glacially formed land-
scapes. lts topography was gouged out of the
sedimentary rock that had accumulated for
hundreds of millions of years by the Laurentian

lce Sheet as it made its way down North America.
The tremendous weight of the ice scoured the
rock below it, revealing fossilized ferns, trilo-
bites, and other biological material trapped in
the silt of a prehistoric sea. As the glacier
retreated, the debris it dropped in its wake

plugged up several river valleys and created the
11 distinctively long lakes that give the region
its name. Above the steep shores of Lake Cayuga,

in lthaca, New York, Manhattan-based architects
Weiss/Manfredi's Museum of the Earth exploits
this natural history, showing that a building's
connection to the landscape can be more than
just metaphorical.

The Museum of the Earth is the oublic arm

of Cornell University's Paleontological Research

Institute. The new 18,000-square-foot museum

connects to an existing laboratory, and will
house the institute's collection of paleontologi-

cal specimens, one of the nation's largest. The

two wedge-shaped buildings that comprise it are

connected underneath the open plaza they frame

by an interactive research area, which is open to

the public. The exhibition wing of the concrete

Site plan f--l 54' A

North-south section [------l 13'

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

education hall

entry plaza

exhibition hall

parki ng

landscaped swales

water terrace

wet I and s

existing building
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and glass clear-span structure is tucked into the
sloping site, its southern f ace rising a f ew feet
above grade to become a long clerestory window
for the galleries below.

Above the museum buildings, four gravel-
covered earthen platforms solve two problems at
once: parking and storm drainage. Rainwater
flows towards the rear of the slightly tilted berms,
collecting in a biological swale justto the north
of a footpath leading to the museum. The overf low
f rom this wetland-in a sense another exhibit,
showing the habitat of tomorrow's fossils-is f un-
neled between the buildings, collecting in a pool

below them, and ultimately f lowing down the
slope and back into the lake. The 93.8 million
build ing breaks ground th is April. Ann e G uiney

o
o
o
o

multipurpose room

gallery

mechanical room

changing

exhibition hall Lower-level plan f---l 22' A

architecture 11.00 59
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$10 million to complete a library addition forthe U niversity of Washington
(Edward Larrabee Barnes/John M.Y. Lee & Partners); $3.75 million to
buy (and an undisclosed amountto renovate) Seattle's CineramaTheater
(BOORA Architects); $250 million to buy and renovate Seattle's historic
Union Station, which he then donated to Sound Transit, the regional
transportation authority, for one dollar (NBBJ); untold "multimillions" to
acquire 505 Union Station, a 300,000-square-foot downtown off ice build-
ing that will headquarter the umbrella company for Allen's ventures,

Vulcan Northwest (NBBJ); $240 million to launch the Experience Music
Project, the interactive rock 'n' roll museum opened this June (Frank

"If the [Experience Music Project] is
the answEr," asks one Allen observer,

"what's the question?"

Gehry); and $400 million for the Seattle Seahawks football stadium and

exhibition center now under construction, kicked off by a $100 million Allen

investment (Ellerbe Becket/ Loschky Marquardt & Nesholm).

As Seattle blinks in astonishment atthe size and range of these pro-
jects, the city is also struggling over what to make of them. Generally,
American history's high-prof ile patrons of architecture have stuck to a
script: Carnegie's libraries, the de Menil family's f ine-arts bequests in

Houston, J. Erwin Miller's open-air expo of modernism in Columbus,
lndiana. Allen conf ounds all these precedents. Seattle fimes reporter

Linda Keene described him as a "civic pixie, f reely sprinkling money on

causes." In a vividly contrasting image, Alex Steffen, president of Allied
Arts, an urban-planning and arts-advocacy council, characterizes Allen
as Seattle's "800-pound gorilla." Allen off ered this ingenuous self-
appraisal in one of his rare interviewstwo years ago: "1'm an idea person."

The idea that made allthis possible was the company f irst called
Micro-soft, which Allen and childhood f riend Bill Gates launched in

1975. Allen resigned his vice presidency only eight years later after con-
tracting Hodgkin's lymphoma. The cancer went into remission and Allen
parlayed his Microsoft stock into a constellation of business ventures,
ph ilanthropy, and playthings. The world's second- to f ourth-richest per-

son (depending on market oscillations), Allen currently owns the NBA's

Portland Trail Blazers,the NFL's Seattle Seahawks,two Boeing 757s,a
280-acre island in the San Juan archipelago north of Seattle, and a pri-
vate recording studio in Seattlefor his rock band,the Grown Men (Allen
plays lead guitar), People who've dealt with him say he's impulsive and

enthusiastic, easily engaged by everything f rom World War ll bombers

to biotechnology. A lif elong bachelor, he's been inaccurately described
as reclusive, but he does seem to choose his public appearances whim-
sically-by showing up with his band, for instance, to play at a local bar.

On balance, Allen's patronage has been a cultural and f inancial
windfall for Seattle. But because it involves change, he's winning less

than unanimous applause. And as his ideas crescendo in ambition, they
provoke widening ripples of controversy throughout the town.

Not even a churlish critic could object to the Allen Library, a demur-
ring 215,000-square-foot addition to UW's heaven-storming 1926

Collegiate Gothic Suzzallo Library. Barnes and Lee completed the
design in1992, but the state's $36 million appropriation fell short.
Allen's gift-which honored his f ather, an associate library director f rom

1960 to1982-made up the def icit and established an endowment. "We

think this is a wonderf ul building," says Charles Chamberlin, deputy
library directortoday. "lt's especially closeto our hearts because itwas
given in honor of a librarian,"

Four years later, however, the city decisively re jected another Allen
gift: a $20 million seed for the Seattle Commons, a $166 million central-

city park and redevelopment project. Voters shot down bond issues for

64 11.00 architecture
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the Commons twice in eight months, and Allen took back the 11.5 acres
he would have dedicated to green space. He has since bought five more
contiguous acres, and his apparent plan is to develop the site privately
as a cluster of high-tech and biotech lirms, "We're going to getthe
intense development anyway," says Peter Steinbrueck, an architect and
Seattle City Council member, "minus the green space."

Nothing in Seattle's history anticipated EMP, either in audacity or,
possibly, in cost per square foot (about 9715 lor construction alone). The
controversy is furious; mention EMP at any gathering of adults, and hos-
tile opinions f ly like volleys of arrows. Letters to local papers have run
about three to one against the design, some sputtering with inspired
criticism: "...a scattering of uncooked noodles laid over sculpted inter-
nal animal organs," read one.

Allen laid the EMP at the f eet of the Space Needle, built in 1962 for
the Seattle World's Fair. The Needle has become Seattle's beloved civic
lawn ornament at least partly because it symbolized the mid-century
aspirations of the space program, which enjoyed nearly universal sup-
port. Seattleites disparage the sprawling blob below not only for its
bizarre form and colors, but also for its associations. "EMP is a temple
to tripping on acid," says Knute Berger, editor of the Seattle Weekly.

Gehry hardly needs a prod to hang out over the edge, but pushing is
Allen's and Patton's style-the one consistent thread in their patron-
age. "l like to be progressive," says Patton, president ol Vulcan
Northwest. "l think that's what art and architecture should be about. I

don't want to do something that's been done before."
Patton, a mother of three who speaks guardedly but precisely, has

worked alongside Allen since 1989, shepherding his ideas to comple-
tion. The Seattle buzz also casts her as the prime force in conceptually
expanding EMP f rom a modest Jimi Hendrix gallery to a megamuseum,
although she will not publicly say as much. She and her brother "work
very closely together," she says. "l don't know who pushes whom more."

Allen's recent hobbies in Seattle include (left to right): 505 Union Station, the
downtown headquarters ofVulcan Northwest,the umbrella companylor his various
ventures, by NBBJ; the Experience Music Project by Frank Gehry; the renovation
of Union Station proper, also by NBBJ; the Cinerama Theater, renovated by BOORA
Architects; and the Seattle Seahawks stadium, designed by Ellerbe Becket and
scheduled tor comoletion in Julv 2002.

Allen's new505 Union Station project, nearing completion on EMP's

heels, seems almost sedate by comparison, but its north window-wall
abstracts an 1'l-story waterfall-a new sculptural direction for commer-
cial architecture in Seattle. The process behind the desiqn illustrates
how Allen and Patton think.

The siblings wanted "contemporary, progressive, cutting-edge
design," says NBBJ principal-in-charge John Savo, butthey also wanted
the building to be "a good neighbor" to the historic Pioneer Square and

International districts. What they didn't want were literal echoes of the
surrounding buildings. Even at the conceptual stage, they challenged
NBBJ's design team to develop several different options and explain their
consequences, and finally, says Savo, "they picked the one that pushed

the envelope, the one that would challenge us the most as designers."
Allen kept a lower prof ile, literally and f iguratively, in renovating

Seattle's not-quite-historic Cinerama Theater, but the project illus-
trates how he follows through on his impulses.

The theater was built in 1963 to showcase the Cinerama specta-
cles, which then were considered high-tech because they required three
proiectors. In1998, the obsolete building was about to be recycled into
a rock-climbing club or dinner theater. But Allen, operating on personal
nostalgia, bought it forg3.75 million and paid for a lavish renovation.
He spoke briefly at its reopening debut a year later, recalling that he and
his family had been there to see How the West Was l4lon in 1963. "Back
in those days, coming here was a real event," he said. Later, he added,
he and his sister saw fhe Exorcrst on the continued on page 146
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Steelcase House
Steelcase hopes to help y0unger workers loosen up 0n the job with a new modular office building,
Christopher Hawthorne f inds out just how cool the prototype really is,

@Workstageisaspin-offoftheStee|caseCorporation
with a pretty ambitious aim:to shake up the clubby, slow-moving world
of commercial real estate. In recent years, Steelcase has poured mil-
lions of dollars into exploring seemingly every angle of workplace
design, f rom the ergonomics of desk chairs to the psychological effects
of the cubicle. Now, with the help of several architects, the company is
taking the findings o{ that research into new territorv: a series of free-
standing modular off ice buildings.

A key part of its strategy is pleasing the young, mainly high-tech

workers who are increasingly pampered with casual, mutable off ices.
"Generation X-ers are looking for an informal working ambience,,, says
Kent Riddle, Workstage's vice president of development. "We knew
these buildings had to be not only f lexible but 'cool'spaces as well." And
to attract companies that have grown impatient in every aspect of busi-
ness, Workstage promises that the new buildings can be completed in
five months.

Thomas Phifer and Partners of New York, the firm that designed the
f irst Workstage product-known as the P Building-had slightly more
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Exlending copytight
protection to architects'
conceptual drawings will
not be easy.

United States copyright law

doesn't protect architects'
conceptual drawings, but New

York architect Eli Attia thinks

it should. After all, he says, he

learned the hard way what

architects can lose when they

share design concepts with
cl ients.

Attia is currently petition-

ing the U.S. Supreme Court to

review a 1999 decision by the

U.S. Court of Appeals in New

York, which ruled against his

hopes of gaining copyright pro-

tection {or conceptual designs.

In 1987, New York Hospital

hired Attia as a design archi-

tect a{ter he came up with a

conceptual scheme to mod-

ernire the hospital with a new

structure over the FDR Drive

on the Upper East Side o{

Manhattan (above). However,

the hospital eliminated Attia
from the project in 1988.

Attia claims that the f irnts the

hospital subsequently hired-
Hellmuth, Obata and

Kassabaum (HOK) and Taylor

Clark Associates (TCA)-used

his conceptual drawings to

design the project, and that
the linal plans ior the building

mirror his original design.

The Federal Copyright

Act states: "ln no case does

copyright prolection lor an

original work. . . extend to any

idea lor] concept." Although

the appeals court afJirmed

that HOK/TCA may have

copied Attia's drawings, it
found Attia's drawings too

"generalized" and not "sub-

stantially similar" enough

to HOK/TCA'S design to war-

rant copyri ght protection.

i n court, Attia cited several

legal precedents to support

his infringement claims, but

the court replied that, in each

example, "the misappropriated

architectural plans, unlike

IAttia's]...were suff iciently

detailed to enable construc-

lion." Yet Aliia insists his

drawings o{iered "a speciiic

solution to a specific prob-

lem." Which is what he gave

the client-practicaily ior Jree.

Uanessa Weintan

humanistic concerns. "Over the lif e of a building, a huge percentage of

its cost-something like 90 percent-goes to the salaries of the people

who work there," says principal Thomas Phif er. "What that says to me

is simply that we need to pay more attention to them."
The P Building prototype (which went up over the summer in Grand

Rapids, Michigan, near the Steelcase corporate headquarters) is a case

study in airy, user-centered minimalism. lt f eatures windows that open,

accessible climate controls, and a huge porch along the southern edge

of the building that serves as a kind of canopied piazza. The roof, sup-
ported by thin bowstring trusses, holds skylights that allow workers in

the building to sense when the sun has emerged from behind a cloud
or when rain has begun to lall. Many of these elements reflectthe
decade Phifer spent in Europe working with Richard Meier before
returning to New York to launch his own f irm in 1997. "ln Europe, it's
commonplace for architects to make a conscious decision to give peo-

ple direct access to light and air," he says.

"The whole thing is very much like an
Erector Set," says Steelcase's Kent Riddlt

Phif er's two-story 80,000-square-foot off ice has f loor-to-ceiling
tinted-glass windows and a loftlike feel. As will be true of every
Workstage building, it is f illed with f urniture and interior f ixtures by

Pathways, a Steelcase arm. Most of the building's guts lie beneath a

raised f loor on both levels.

Larger mechanical cores sit on the building's perimeter to create
wide-open f loors. Many interior walls wheel easily f rom one place to
another; some mechanical systems are even moveable. "The whole
thing is very much like an Erector Set," Riddle says,

Steelcase set up Workstage in May as a joint venture with the devel-

oper Gale & Wentworth and Morgan Stanley Real Estate Funds, Phif er

has drafted four possible schemes; other f irms on board include Gensler
and Grand Rapids-based Integrated Architecture. Riddle estimates
Workstage's construction costs at less than $100 per square foot.

Every Workstage product begins with a basic module that expands

with relative ease. The buildings, which are intended for suburban or
"exurban" settings, can rise as high as '10 stories-though if the archi-
tecture of most technology headquarters is any indication, the ma jority

will be resolutely horizontal. So far, about half of the companies that
have expressed interest in a Workstage off ice are traditional, estab-

lished f irms-a f act that Riddle says surprised him.

It shouldn't have. Old-economy outf its are merely following tech
upstarts' lead in their eagerness to placate the 2O-something workerl
who have turned the economy on its head. Workstage and its aff iliated'

architects, of course, are only too glad to help out. tr

Christopher Hawthorne lives in Brooklyn and writes frequently on

arch i tecture and des ig n.
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In Landscape Park Duisburg Nord, formerly the Thyssen Steelworks, landscape
architect Peter Latz endowed existing structures with new recreational uses. A
local scuba divers' club uses old gas tanks {or training (top), while parts of the
factory's concrete foundations have been fitted with toeholds and outcroppings
for rock climbing (center). Another of IBA's over 120 projects is the conversion of
a factory into a per{ormance theater (bottom) and museum ({acing page).

Answers may be lound along the shores ol the Emscher River, a trib-
utary of the Rhein River in Germany's Ruhr region, the heart of the
nation's heavy industry. Cruising along the 56-mile-long, east-west f ree-
way that connects Duisburg to Kamen, through Oberhausen, Essen,

Gelsenkirchen, Herne, Bochum, Dortmund, one crosses a territory that is
not especially dense (population about 2.5 million), but f illed with heroic

signs of its manufacturing power.The work of photographers Bernd and
Hilla Becher (who arefrom nearby Dusseldorf) cometo mind-black and

white studies that celebrate the innate beauty of industrialism's relics.
But anyone who has ever visited the area, even as recently as 10 years

ago, would hardly have described it as picturesque. Even those who
grew up in the Ruhr region call it ugly, as it was perpetually cloaked in

stultifying haze. In the 1970s, the decline of heavy industry worldwide
precipitated a severe depression in the region, which in the 1980s was

evident in its abandoned buildings, growing unemployment, and declin-
ing population. This crisis prompted the regional government of
Nordrhein-Westphalen to establish, in '1989, the IBA (lnternationale
Bauaustellung), a f lexible agency that would coordinate, promote, and
guide prolects aimed at reviving the region economically, ecologically,
and culturally. IBA projects large and small were f inanced by both pri-
vate and public sources, including regional, state, and European funds.
Emscher Park IBA '99 was its overarching project, with the goal of f ind-
ing solutions for the region's future set for only 10 years ahead.

Fast-{orward to '1999: The celebration Das Finale marked the com-
pletion of the main parts of this ongoing program. The IBA has shep-
herded about 120 projects*an average of about one a month over the
course of its existence-all aimed at making the region clean, attractive,
livable, and forward-looking. Water courses have been renaturalized,
ecosystems recovered, defunct structures rehabilitated, the economy
revived, new residential quarters and industrial parks built, the land-
scape reinvented.

As visible proof of the transformation, the region's colors have

changed: Like in a fairy tale, the once-gray rivers and streams are blue

again, the mountains are no longer blackened with coke.This new picture

is a faithf ul representation of the Emscher Valley's new economic base

and its successful transition from manufacturing to tertiary industries-
f rom mammoth expressive machinery to minimal clean computers, f rom

monolithic industrial production to diverse cultural distractions.
One of Emscher Park's largest-and perhaps most emblematic-pro-

jects is the conversion of Thyssen Steelworks in Duisburg into an open-
air museum and recreational park. Covering an area as large as the town
itsel{, Landscape Park Duisburg Nord was designed by German land-
scape architect Peter Latz (who won the commission through a com-
petition). Latz and his colleagues conf ronted a mosaic ol elements,
from blast furnaces to railroad tracks to slag heaps. Rather than tear
things down or cover them up, he built in ways to bring people to them-
interspersing walkways, plantings, and other f riendly f eatures among

overhead cranes, blast furnaces, and drainage channels, The concrete
tanks where trains once unloaded coal now serve as sports facilities
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As in a fairy tale, once-gray rivers and
streams are blue again, and mountains
are no longer blackened by coke.
and playgrounds:Rock climbers shinny up the factory's foundation
walls, divers disappear into old gas tanks (now f illed with f resh water),
while children clamber on slides and springboards against a backdrop
of hulking, rusting metal. Older visitors can reminisce about the time
they ortheir parents worked in these places, while younger generations
stare in amazement at a world that never belonged to them, yet survives
as a link to their identity and that of the region.

The f low of time has assumed a vaguely Disneyish f lavor, but the
appeal of this "industrial theme park" is hard to resist. Better than sim-
ulacra or llashy, empty gestures, the monuments that comprise this
regional Landschaftare undeniably authentic, as is their power-in spite
and because of their new uses. Though tourism is a strong motivation,
ultimately, these developments benef it locals most. No longer unem-

ployed, the local population finds a new beauty in the structures they,ve
seen lie dormant f or too long.

The Emscher Valley is foremost a transport network, a sort of hori-
zontally laid Centre Pompidou. Motorways snake amid ramps, viaducts,
and underpasses, and local railways navigate over or under other net-
works, such as massive gas pipes which draw cobwebs on the land.
Meanwhile, barges still move slowly on the Rhein-Herne canal. Now
cycling routes have been added to the mix. The tBA rightly considers
the 143-mile-long Emsher Park Cycling Ring a kin of infrastructures
rather than mere urban furnishings. A n6w footpath network, too,
makes it possible to walk f rom Duisburg to Kamen. Beautif ul sewage
plants, whose aluminum oval shapes reflect the sunlight, act as stun-
ning "lighthouses" along the green corridors that tie all of Emscher
Park's sites together.

Land-art monuments play a crucial role in the park's overall concep-
tion. Newly commissioned installations form territorial triangulations
with existing industrial buildings. These old and new landmarks allow
people to navigate the region by sight, continuedonpagel4T
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Green Architecture, by

James Wines (Taschen)

Arcology: The City in the
lmage of Man, by Paolo

Soleri (Cosanti Foundation)

In his new book, Green

Arch itecture, James Wines

makes a nod to Robert

Venturi's seminal critique of

modern architecture, but

avers that ambiguity and

complexity should be sought

in the primal source of nature,

not in ihe limited palettes

of ideology and style. With
a career that has always

occupied the middle ground

between environment and

building, he continues to

chal lenge architecture that

works within "the limited

state of objectness," explor-

ing instead the quesiion of

"how to construct a habitat
in harmony with nature." The

book compiles built works

that don't simply deal with
energy conservation, environ-

mental technology, and sus-

tainability, but convert these

things into equally admirable

artistic expression.

Wines has accomplishecl
no mean feat in bringing

together projects by architects

as varied as Frank Lloyd

Wright, Emilio Ambasz, Hans

Hollein, Michael Sorkin, Jean

Nouvel, Renzo Piano, among

others-and in expanding the
def inition of "green."

Interestingly, he doesn't

mention Paolo Soleri, who is

a key Iink in ecotopian mus-

ings. His Arcology: The City

in the Image of Man has been

reissued on the occasion of

the book's 30th anniversary,

reaffirming his polemics of

miniaturization, sustainabi I ity,

and permeability. The book

is beautifully illustrated with
drawrngs (many by Soleri him-

self) of "arcologies," or "eco-

logical architecture" (above).

These integrated cities
combine grand-scale, techno-

centric modernism with the

impulse to halt human sprawl

across the earth's surface. At
Arcosanti, the {irst arcology,

Soleri lives his ecological

ideal, and serves as an inspi-

ration to any architect aspiring

to be green. Jay Powell

Waste Not,
Want Not
Can damaged landscapes be salvaged?

Cathy Lang Ho explores reclamation strategies

in the United States,

]@$il In the 1920s, artist Charles Sheeler memorialized the
grandeur and heroism of American industry in his f amous photographs

o{ the Ford Motor plant on the Rouge River in Dearborn, Michigan.
Intricate and awesome, the Ford factory was a proud symbol of
American technological prowess. But Sheeler's serene compositions
gave no hint oJ the f actory's other reality-as a chemical-spewing behe-

moth that dirtied the sky and stained the river a distinct shade of rust.
A century later, modern industry is no longer seen as a symbol of
progress, but as a regressive perpetrator of environmental degradation.

Industry will have to undergo a signif icant metamorphosis for it to
lose its tarnish. Vanguard green-architect William McDonough has

taken it upon himself to try to turn industry f rom being environmental-
ists' worst enemy into its best f riend. With vision and chutzpah, he

approached William Clay Ford, Jr. (Henry's great-grandson) two weeks

after his appointment as chairman of Ford, with the challenge of trans-
f orming the company f rom an icon of the f irst industrial revolution into

a leader lor the next. To McDonough, that means a company that oper-
ates as a total system, with the goals of e{f iciency and productivity
inextricably intertwined with sustainability.

McDonough, with landscape architect Julie Bargmann, are tackling
Ford's sprawling 1,200-acre plant, which includes several still-operat-
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Julie Bargmann's project in Vintondale, Pennsylvania, addresses the problem of
acid mine drainage on ex-coal-mining sites. Polluted water is sentthrough a series of
settling basins, which forces metals to drop out before it can reenter the stream.

ing factories and an abandoned coking operation that dates to 1g12.

Forthe last year, Ford has been funding their research on waysto repair
damage already done to the site, as well as strategies to modify the com-
pany's current and future operations toward a more sustainable prac-
tice. Bargmann notes, "We're looking for alternatives to typical
remediation technologies-the old 'cap and cover'and 'hog and haul'
approaches-which do little more than contain and dispose of noxious
materials." lf approved, their proposals will cost about $2 billion and take
20 years to implement, but will ultimately result in "a f actory that pro-
duces not only vehicles," says Bargmann, "but also clean water, air,
and soil."

McDonough and Bargmann's strategies for Ford may well provide a

model for how to deal with other industrial landscapes at home and
abroad, functioning and obsolete. But examples such as this depend
entirely on a private, corporate sense of responsibility and renewed mis-
sion. In a similar case, Bethlehem Steel in Pennsylvania is embarking
on the conversion of sections of its old mill into a museum of American
industry. While the Ford company is motivated by a desire to improve
both its operations and image, Bethlehem is looking for ways to ensure
a positive place for itself in history and invent a second life for its obso-
lete facilities by tapping into the budding cultural tourism economy.

But what about the many damaged sites in the world whose cu lprits
are long gone, or whose communities are without the resources to
clean them up? Chernobyl, Three Mile lsland, military test sites, toxic-
waste dumps, landf ills, petrochemical corridors, former mining areas-
the list is endless. In the United States, there are several hundred Epn
Superfund sites (deemed hazardous by the Environmental Protection
Agency), awaiting clean-up enforcement. But more often, action

results from grassroots efforts by the communities directly affected
by them. Vintondale is a good example, This rural valley (60 miles east
of Pittsburgh) suffers from decades of coal extraction and acid-mine
drainage. Historian Allan Comp, commissioner of a local heritage
group, assembled a team of scientists, artists, and designers to work
with the community on a plan to reclaim the damaged land as a local
amenity. Funded by grants from the EPA and others, the result is a 40-
acre park that integrates passive water treatment systems with subtle
design gestures, such as the Litmus Garden in which f lowers change
colors to show the cleansing process the water is undergoing. The
point is to give new lif e to the area in a natural manner, while still mak-
ing the transformative process legible-and thus serve as a reminder
of the site's industrial heritage, The Off ice of Surface Mining (OSM),

a federal agency, has since hired Comp to work on an initiative that will
encourage communities throughout the region to develop similar
reclamation projects.

Another grassroots project is the effort to convert Bravo 20, a
41,000-acre area in Nevada's Carson Desert, used for decades by the
nearby Fallon Naval Air Station for war games and bomb testing, into
a national park. Bravo 20 began as a project by artist Richard Misrach,
who in the mid-1980s produced a devastating photographic series on

the decimated desert. He published the photographs with a tongue-
in-cheek proposal to convert the test range into a historic park. Today,
RAMA (Rural Alliance for Military Accountability), a Reno-based mil-
itary watchdog group, is petitioning Congress to deny the Pentagon's
continued "withdrawal" of this parcel of land from public use, and to
implement Misrach's park scheme. Though he is not involved in
RAMA's eff orts, Misrach hopes that the park will be realized as "a crit-
ical landscape reclamation proiect, not a theme park. There are lots of
military sites that have become monuments, but very few are self-crit-
icaf, A Bravo 20 national park should be continued on page 149
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Lightness: The lnevitable
Renaissance of Minimum
Energy Structures,,Adriaan
Beukers, Ed van Hinte

(Rotterdam: 010 Publ ishers)

In lrghfness, authors Adriaan

Beukers and Ed van Hinte

rnake the "building structure
oi allthings made and grown"

their sublect, and revolution-
izing "the way we look at all

objects" their oblective. With

19 chapters plus addenda, this
collection aff irms these two

Dutch engineers' belief that
lightness encompasses many

subjects and can be read in

many ways. Chapters include

'A Bathtub Full of Change,"

which charts the cultivation

of sturdy materials, fronr

natural metals to engineered

polymers, and "The Trinity

Essence," which posits that
lightness depends on the bal-

ance between material, shape,

and process. Kites, zeppelins,

nonradic tents, egg crates,

pole vaulters, bridges,

and inlection-molded plastic

chairs are just a few oi the

examples that illustrate the

authors' wide-ranging ideas.

Few architects can resist
this topic. But.lust as f ew will

be able to comprehend f ully

the principles of lightness

this book purports to reveal.

It has a section, "ln Depth,"

that is meant to be the techni-
cal and scienti{ic backbone

o{ materialthat is anecdotally

discussed in previous chap-

ters. But it (as well as the f or-

mulas that crop up throughout

the book) will be incompre-

hensible to anyone unfamiliar
with structural theory. lt's
almost as if the aim is to mys-

tif y and awe the uninitiated.
Part of the problem is the

book's presentation. Graphic

designer Eric Wong collabo-

rated with the authors from

the book's inception, and his

work plays an important role in

telling the story. With a dense,

Whole Earth catalogue look,

l4qhlness' organizing principle

is a befuddling hybrid offree
association. For actual

enlightenment, I would sug-
gest that readers refer to the

works of engineering scholar

J. E. Gordon, published in the

1980s but still available in

paperback. While entertain-
ing, LrErhlness, on its own, is

too "lite." A/exa nder Tzonis

Memory Building
Photographer Hiroshi Sugimoto

transforms famous buildings into abstract glyphs,

Paolo Polledri interprets the signs,

@PhotographerHiroshiSugimoto'smostrecentseries,
now on view at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, captures
some of the most famous examples of modern architecture, f rom the

Chrysler Building in NewYorkto Le Corbusier's Ronchamp Chapel. But

his images are out of focus, vague, incomplete. The buildings are never

shown in their entirety, always depicted as f ragments, stripped of mate-
rial qualities and construction details, Even so, they are no less recog-
nizable; their singularity is actually strengthened. They show how we

would see the buildings if we were squinting our eyes, attempting to
reduce obiects to what is essential, eliminating allthat is unnecessary.

Modern, and especially contemporary, art is borne out of similar
attempts to distill order f rom disorder. We think of Mark Rothko, Carl

And16, James Turrell, among others, but only of a few photographers.

Sugimoto has acknowledged these artistic inf luences in his previous

work, such as his series ol photographs of empty movie theaters and his

unchanging, elegiac views of sky and sea. These early images are strik-
ing for their repetition: Only minute, meticulously recorded variations
distinguish them. Repetition is characteristic not only of minimal art,

but also of traditional Japanese art. In painting and traditional Buddhist

sculpture, for example, the same themes and subjects are repeatedly
explored, documenting a diversity of personal interpretations and cul-

tural intentions. The signif icance of Sugimoto's photographs lies pre-

cisely in these shades of diff erence.

Sugimoto's architectural series represents a departure in his work.
(This is the f irst complete showing of the series, which was introduced in

the Los Angeles MoCA's 1998 exhibition At the End of the Century.)f he

buildings are reduced to abstract, black and white fields, and stand out as

individual forms ratherthan variations on atheme.They designate mile-

stones in architectural history, but relate a history dif{erent from the one

to which we are accustomed becausethey ignore periods and authorship.

Blurred and detached from their urban context, the buildings assume a

mythopoetic mantle and encompass a larger cultural context than the
physical ones in which they are located. They have become glyphs or

icons, no longer able to maintain an identity separate f rom the surround-

ing world, as minimal art is capable of doing. Rather, they rely on our mem-

ory, on associations and emotions in order to seem complete.

Buildings, like human beings, are not so much what they are when

they are born, but what they have become. They are the product of per-

sonal and collective history, the result of choices made even before they

existed. In his new series, Sugimoto transports architecture to a sym-

bolic region, where it is still art and not simply a profession. tr
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Making a
M idrise out of
a Termite Hill
Zimbabwean architect Mick Pearce
gleans architectural lessons f rom insects,

Liane Lefaivre i nvesti gates,

f@il Mick Pearce's favorite architects are termites. lt all goes

back to when he came across Bernard R udof sky's Architecture Without
Architects in the early 1960s. "The book was very importantfor me," says
the Zimbabwean architect. "lt marked my evolution as an architect
because it opened a whole new world of possibilities. That's when I saw
that bio-climatically elf icient architecture could be derived organically
rather than mechanistically." That's an important evolutionary step
for someone who trained at the Architectural Association (AA) during
its heyday (he was there Jrom 1958 to 1963), when his instructors and
peers were avidly embracing a machine analogy for architecture. One
of his instructors, Reyner Banham, had just published Theory and
Design in the First Machine Age (1960), while Cedric Price had already
shaped f uture Archigrammers who would reach a zenith of f uturistic
machine-age zaniness. These influences surrounded Pearce and his
fellow students, Richard Rogers, Anthony Hopkins, and Nicholas
Grimshaw, who would earn the AA its reputation as ground zero forthe
high-tech movement.

But Pearce departed somewhat f rom the more mechanistic path his
peers were taking. Like another AA classmate, Malaysian architect Ken

Yeang, he took his hyper design-driven training to an "outsider" context,
which has demanded the prominence o{ sustainability in his work. In

1963, after completing his stud ies at the AA, Pearce returned to Harare.
the bustling tropical English colonial city where he was born. But he did-
n't stay long; he soon left Jor neighboring Zambia due to his opposition
to his country's white suprematist regime. In Zambia, he was fortunate
to work in the off ice oJ Erhardt Lorenz,a Danish architectwho was a

f riend and collaborator oJ f ellow Dane Ove Arup. The association with
Arup would prove to be a continuing one for Pearce, who moved back to
Harare in the early '1980s, after the country's independence.

Finding a client willing to invest in a building by an idiosyncratic,
headstrong architect is hard enough anywhere, let alone in cash-
strapped, crisis-ridden Af rica.This explains why Pearce did not receive
his f irst signif icant commission, Eastgate, a 30,000-square-foot mixed-
use off ice and retail complex, until 1995, when he was well into his 50s.

Mick Pearce in the atrium of his mixed-use building, Eastgate, in Harare, Zimbabwe.

Pearce was first introduced to insect arch itecture in the early 1990s,

after seeing a television program made by English director Richard
Attenborough , Battle for Life, which presented the termite mound as

an engineering f eat. Termites must live in a constant temperature of
exactly 87 degrees to survive. The difticulty is that temperatures in the
Zimbabwean savannah, Jor example, lluctuate from 35 degrees at night
to 104 during the day. The termites'solution is to dig a kind of breeze-
catcher at the base of the termite mound, which cools the air by means

of chambers carved out of the wet mud below, and sends hot air out
through a f lue to the top. The termites constantly alter the construction,
opening up new tunnels and blocking others to regulate the heat and
humidity. In other words, they use the thermal mass of a building to heat
it and the changing environmental conditions to cool it.

The f ilm was a revelation to Pearce. Termite mounds served a model
for Eastgate, which i.rses the mass of the building as insulation and the
diurnal temperature swings outside to keep its interior uniformly cool.
Ove Arup & Partners helped devise an air-change schedule that is sig-
nif icantly more eff icient than other climate-controlled buildings in the
area. Eastgate's ventilation costs one-tenth that of a comparable air-con-
ditioned building. lt uses 35 percent less energy than six conventional
buildings in Harare combined. Since its completion f ive years ago, the
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For Eastgate (left), Pearce drew lrom the same principlestermites useto constructtheir mounds (center), using the
thermal mass ofthe structure to heat it and the changing environmental conditions outsideto cool it. He extended the
idea to a project in Zolder, Belgium (right),tapping underground mines to heat buildings in the town above.

$36 million structure has saved its owner $3.5 million in energy costs.
Furthermore, unlike most other large developments in this part of the

world, Eastgate did not require that an air-conditioning plant be imported.

Eastgate is one of the first of a generation of late 20th-century bui ld-

ings that demonstrates that saving energy doesn't have to mean sacri-
f icing design for performance. The atrium, in fact, has a decidedly
high-tech glean, with delicately detailed steel-lattice girders, sus-
pended walkways on tendons, bridges, and f iligreed tiaras atop the main

entrances to the complex. "We have moved f rom traditional sustainable
approaches," he notes. "We can't rely anymore on getting the breeze to
blow in a certain way through the building. ComJort standards are

higher, too. We now have to compete with the air conditioner, and meet

much higher expectations on the part of the client."
In a recent prolect, the John Boyne House, Pearce was commis-

sioned to "green-up" a 1960s 1O-story glasstower in Harare. "The knee-

lerk reaction would have been to cover the appropriate sides of the
building with louvers and to introduce ventilation," he notes. He found

thatthe energy savings from traditional interventions would have been

woe{ully minimal. Instead, he brought a layer of insulation inside the

building, directly behind the glass fagades, creating new wind shafts.
Air is cooled by passing through what he calls a "rock store" in the base-

ment. The rocks are cooled at night by a purge of air that is about 20

degrees cooler than daytime temperatures. During the day, the hot air

is cooled by circulating it through the rocks, In effect, he converted a

modern glass tower into a termite mound.

Pearce, along with Yeang, are among the f ew who are consistently
pursuing sustainability in large-scale projects, and adapting sophisti-

cated technologies to their purposes. Perhaps it is no coincidence that
both are working in the tropics, where ecological and economic crises
demand nothing less than inventive, resourcef ul solutions-not only for
the benef it of their local populations but for the whole planet, whose
health depends on tropical ecosystems. Says Mike Rainbow an engineer
at Ove Arup's Harare off ice and a close collaborator of Pearce's, "People

don't tend to look to Af rica for groundbreaking ideas, but Mick has come

up with some."

Where Pearce takes his practice f rom here is uncertain for now,

given his country's current political upheaval. There is little work in

Harare, though Pearce is keeping busy by lecturing and continuing his

own research, exploring, f or exam ple, the possibility of applying the ter-
mite thermal principle to an entire town: In Zolder, Belgium (another col-
laboration with Arup), he believes it is possible to tap into the
geothermic heat f rom underground mines to heat the entire village
above. He is always looking for new building models, though certainly
not f rom the architectural press, which has taken so long to notice him.

What's his f avorite magazine? New Scientist. "Buildings are living sys-

tems," Pearce says. "We still have a lot to learn f rom nature."

For all his organicist claims, Pearce has not rejected mechanics at

all. He is simply bending the machine to suit his purposes. As a matter
of fact, notes Rainbow, "Pearce thinks more like an engineer than most

architects I've worked with." Then again, so do termites. tr

Liane Lefaivre's forthcoming book, coedited by Alex Tzonis and Bruno

Stagno,is Critical Regionalism and the Tropics in an Age of Globaliza-

tion (John Wiley).
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BY CATHERINE SLESSOR
Deep in the pastoral landscape of lreland's County Wexford, a shaft of
concrete cleaves through a green hill like the entrance to some futuris-
tic burial mound. This startling presence in the lrish rural idyll is both a

symbol and a commemoration of history, marking the bicentennial o{the
1798 rebellion against English rule, Fueled by political and ideological
movements in North America and France, the Wexford Republic was
established in a popular uprising at Oulart Hill in '1798. For a precious,
brief moment, lrish liberty seemed possible, but three weeks later,
nationalist forces were def eated at Vinegar Hill, seven and a half miles
west of Oulart on the far side of the valley.

From a distance,the gently sloping green mound appears to be an

organic extension of the existing landscape, but on closer inspection, it
has a geometric def inition and regularity that could only be man-made.
The Oulart monument, which was designed by Ronald Tallon of the
Dublin-based practice Scott Tallon Walker and the sculptor Michael
Warren, rises at the end of a long walk across f ields of lush, rolling pas-

tureland. lt is austerely and elementally simple: Within the grassy
mound, a narrow concrete passage bisects a recessed chamber. The
concrete chasm is open to the sky, al lowing natural I ight to penetrate the
chamber, and its east-west alignment traces an imaginary line between
Oulart and Vinegar Hills, underscoring the two sites' historic connec-
tion. The sheer f lanking walls of the passage f rame views to Vinegar Hill
and capture the rays of the rising and setting sun. By carefully calcu-
lated positioning, the inner chamber receives the greatest amount of
light on June 21, the date of the summer solstice and also the battle of
Vinegar Hill. Fittingly, the monument's lrish name, Tulach a'tSolais,
means "Mound of Light".

Monastic in its rigor and plainness, the Oulart monument embodies
a contemplative, ascetic realm of stillness and abstraction. Based on
the proportions of a double cube, its f loor is paved with dark gray bush-
hammered granite slabs and its walls lined with raw concrete panels.

Circular indentations f rom the shuttering have left a gridded imprint
across the concrete, recalling the work of Japanese master Tadao Ando,
Two massive, curving planes of 20O-year-old lrish oak-which were
saplings at the time of the 1798 rebellion-occupy the center of the cham-
ber, Warren's powerf ul, horizontal sculptures are the only objects in the
space. Both in the land and of it, Tulach a'tSolais's abstract form tran-
scends the historical particular to articulate universal themes of com-
memoration and renewal, f,
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TULACH A'TSOLAIS, OULART HILL,

COUNTY WEXFORD, IRELAND

CLIENT: Tulach a'TSolais Committee, County Wexlord,

lreland ARCHITECT: Scott Tallon Walker Architects,
Dublin-Ronald Tallon, Michael Warren (concept); Brian

Foley (project architect)
LAN0SCAPE ARCHITECT: Charles Funke Associates
ENGINEER: Ove Arup & Partners (structural)
G0ST: $400,000 PH0T0GRAPHER: Peter Cook/VIEW

ScottTallon Walker

Scott Tallon Walker is one of lreland's oldest and best-known f irms; its lounder, Michael Scott' is considered the

country's most important modern architect. Dr. Ronald Tallon joined Scott and partner Robin Walker in 1958, and as

Scott Tallon Walker, the f irm has designed buildings lor the Dublin city government, the Bank of lreland, and Trinity

College. Current proiects include a redevelopment of the Docklands, an old industrial area along Dublin's River

Liffey, into a mixture o{ office and hotel space' Principal: Dr. Ronald Tallon
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address each project in its own way." Because this is an institution com-
mitted to science, technology, and exploration, the risk-taking, invention,
and creativity inherent in Safdie's design process were challenging and
appealing to the board.

SaJdie's desire to tightly integrate building design and user activi-
ties captured the interest of the museum's leadership as well. put off
by the "black box" character of so many recent interactive museums,
they were convinced thatthe building design, both inside and out, could
play a powerf ul role in conveying their message, Museum president Al
De Sena observes, "We came with a more expansive notion of the rela-
tionship between architecture and exhibit design than most institutions
of our sort. But Moshe stretched us well beyond that."

The architects worked closely and interactively with a range of pro-
gram and installation specialists, with surprisingly symbiotic results.
Vistas, materials, shapes of spaces, and the proximity of exhibits to
landscape features often reinforce the messages of the learning envi-
ronments. An 18-f oot-tal I simulated tornado occupies a glass-enclosed
acute corner of the building, making it seem to whirl across the exterior
landscape. The backdrop for an exhibit on sedimentation is a broad.
river-dominated view. There is a ref reshing openness, clarity, and spa-
ciousness in both the exhibit design and architecture that offers a dis-
tinct departure from the visual overkill and cacophony of so many
children's museums and science centers.

But the particularity and responsiveness of the building,s design is
not limited to a reaction to program and purpose. In fact, as one ofthe
museum's exhibits showing SaJdie's sketches and design process
demonstrates, the project's character is very much drawn f rom its
region and context. The museum's 2O-acre waterf ront site, at the con-
f luence of two rivers and adjacent to downtown, was the primary f actor
that drew such a star-studded list o{ architects to the project initially.
SaJdie, like most ofthe other candidates, suggested strong site-related
notions at the interview stage: moving an existing roadway to allow the
building to "kiss" the river directly, and creating a permeable building
that would not separate the river lrom the adjacent parkland.

The ultimate building design occupies its pivotal site with extraordi-
nary grace and drama. Safdie split the museum program into two separate
buildings:A covered bridge links an "island" pavilion for exhibits to a pavil-
ion along the river's edge, which houses the lobby, an auditorium, o{Jices,
and other f unctions. "The two-building solution," notes Frick, ,,was 

a way
for the building to have closer proximity to the water without separating
the park from the river." The land-side building hugs the earth and
becomes a part ofthe vast flatness ofthe surrounding prairie. The island
building engages the sky with its playf ul peaks and f luid shapes. ,,What,',

asks Frick, "could be more about Kansas than the land and the sky?,,
B lessed by a prior public works project that stabilized the water level

of the river, and also by available f unding to relocate 1,500 feet of McLean
Boulevard, a major thoroughf are that originally split the site, the archi-
tect was able to create a spectacular dialogue between buildings, pro-
grammed outdoor spaces, parkland, river, and city. George Hargreaves,s
landscape design for this newly animated waterf ront extends both didac_
tic and geometrical qualities of the building into the surrounding park.
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The sum of allthese specif ic responses to mission, program, region,
and site is a building with integrity and presence. Safdie says that he

wanted to create "complex forms that would bespeak the factors that
shaped them." He looked to the Jantar Mantar in Jaipur, India, an astro-
nomical instrument with an evocative geometrical composition, as a
model of "complexity generated by reason." Saf die's longstanding
f idelity to platonic geometries is extended somewhat here by his use
of two toroids to discipline and unify the building's shapes. Through
the design process, the building trans{ormed f rom additive and "capri-
cious in its complexity," in Safdie's words,to holistic and serene. Unif ied

material treatment and integrating motifs such as curved glu-lam
beams balance the individually expressive parts and create a commu-
nity of forms based in both logic and visual f inesse.

The dramatic and individualistic building that emerged has, in a very
short time, become a landmark and a calling card for its institution.
Though De Sena acknowledges the "antipathy" the science museum
and children's museum community has for strong architecture, his new
building has thoroughly convinced him that "architecture is extremely
important to the positive experience of the visitor and to accomplish-
ing our mission." Frick adds, "We wanted a building that was so com-
pelling that people had to go there. We got that." f

EXPLORATION PLACE SCIENCE CENTER AND CHILDREN'S MUSEUM.

WICHITA, KANSAS

CLIENT: Exploration Place, Wichita, Kansas-Al De Sena (president); Phil Frick
(chairman of the board of trustees) ARCHITECT: Moshe Safdie and Associates,
Somerville, Massachusetts-Moshe Saf die (principal); J im Herold (project
manager); Philip Matthews, Michael Guran, Rainer Goeller, Jeff Jacoby, Wendy
Kohn, Hugh Phillips, Steven White, Bram Ratner, Paul Gross, Michael Kim,
Tony DePace, Chris Goad, Amnon Haviv, Martin lbarlucia, Peter Jelley, Ravit
Kaplan, Michael MacPhail, Sarah Radding, Tazal ika Te Reh, Frank Valdes (team)

ASS0CIATE ARCHITECT: Schaefer Johnson Cox Frey & Associates, Wichita,
Kansas-Sam Frey, Joe Johnson, Eric Lindebak, Vern Miller
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT: Hargreaves Associates ENGINEERS: Ove Arup &

Partners (structural/mechanical, concept and design development); Dudley
Williams & Associates (structural); Manson Ward Legion (mechanical, plumb-
ing, fire protection); Stefan, Voegeli & Associates (electrical); Mid-Kansas
Engineering Consultants (civil) GENERAL C0NTRACT0R: Dondlinger &
Sons Construction Co. COST: $27.6 million PHOTOGRAPHER: Timothv Hurslev
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BY EDWARD KEEGAN
Chicagoans have grown accustomed to a latent conservatism in their
public architecture. From the banal modernism oJ Josef Paul Klieheus's
1996 Museum of Contemporary Art to Thomas Beeby's historicist
Harold Washington Library Center (1991), for years the city's architec-

tural legacy has not been challenged by any progressive mode of pro-

duction. The new Peggy Notebaert Nature Museum in Lincoln Park,

designed by homegrown talent Ralph Johnson oJ Perkins & Will, posits

a forceful response to this dismal recent record.

There's an irony to this development. The Academy o{ Sciences (the

Nature Museum's parent organization) is Chicago's oldest museum, and

its home for the past century was a musty old beaux-arts jewel box sev-

eral blocks south of the new structure. lt was based, Johnson describes,

on "a 19th-century idea of a natural history museum: glass cases." But

this potentially staid client was looking for a design that would create

connections between the new building's park setting and its mission

to focus on the ecology and natural history of the Midwest.
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Johnson's scheme faced notable constraints dictated by local offi-
cials and the community. The building could not rise above the top of

Lincoln Park's tree line. The footprint of the structure had to remain

within the limits def ined by the maintenance buildings and parking lots

that it replaced. And there was considerable opposition to the building's

very existence: Montgomery Ward's dictum "Forever open, clear, and

free" has been invoked since the early 20th century to fight structures
along the lakefront. Despite the fact that these parks are home to many

Chicago cultural institutions-including the Art Institute of Chicago,the

Field Museum, and the Museum of Science and Industry-the Nature

Museum isthefirst newfacilityto be builtwithin these heavily protected

landscapes in over 60 years.

"Lincoln Park is man-made," explains Johnson, who remains mind-

f ul of the artif ice that this implies. "lt looks like a wilderness, but it's not,"

The architect draws on this to develop his design's central metaphor: A

shifting topography of canted sol ids echoes the ancient sand dunes that
graced the site until the park's construction during the 19th century.

Johnson's plan is deceptively simple. A north-south circulation axis

parallels the shore of an adjacent pond and serves to loin the museum's

four primary volumes: three trapezoidal forms and a wedge. Entry to the

73,000-square-foot structure is through a cross-axial courtyard and

lobby toward the south end of the composition. The two volumes to the

north house exhibition spaces; those to the south contain the audito-
rium on the first floor, an outdoor terrace on the second, and a linear
bird-walk bridge above that nestles just under the top of the tree canopy.

The roof slope of the four largely opaque building volumes, aided

by Johnson's placement of large portions of the structure behind

berms, make the building's actual size diff icult to understand f rom a

distance. By contrasting the Nature Museum's tilting topography with

that of the hilly ground around it, the building's scale ranges dramati-

cally, f rom monumental at its central entrance to almost domestic at

the far ends,

The exterior is painted in a sandy hue that Johnson employs to make

the dune analogy more explicit, Applied to almost all visible materials-
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solid walls, window mullions, exteriors stairs, and railings-the mono-

chromaticity draws together the structure's disparate elements. The

building's steel frame is clad in EIFS, an odd choice for a museum devoted

to nature. While the color may be appropriate for the sand metaphor, it's
a bit disturbing that the material may be as impermanent as a dune.

Unfortunately, the interiors are spatially limited. Exhibition areas

feature exposed mechanical systems and varying heights that allow

for maximum flexibility in presenting the museum's changing exhibi-

tions. "They're really just loft spaces," explains Johnson. The notable

exceptions are those larger spaces that have an explicit relationship to

the exterior. A soaring three-story lobby invokes an effective monu-

mentality while f raming views of the natural landscape and the local

neighborhood. The two-story-high Butterf ly Haven f eatures a sloping

glass curtain-wall that displays its f luttering inhabitants against the

backdrop of Chicago's famous skyline.

Despite its internal shortcomings, the Nature Museum's vibrant

exterior forms are an overdue addition to the Chicago scene. Might it

be interpreted as a revival of Chicago's architectural legacy? Perhaps

not, but architectural developments in Chicago seem to recur on a 50-

year cycle: Frank Lloyd Wright and Daniel Burnham opened the 20th

century; the codif ication of Miesian modernism took place at mid-cen-

tury. By this reckoning the f irst city of modern architecture is due for a

clearing of the cobwebs. But to suggest such a trend would put

unseemly pressure on what is a successf ul, but ultimately modest,

building design. Nevertheless, it Ralph Johnson's Nature Museum can

help prod a conservative design community to see its lost legacy of

invention and innovation anew, it could be a hopelul development for

Chicago architecture today. ft

PEGGY I{OTEBAERT I{ATURE MUSEUM, CHICAGO

CLIENT: Chicago Academy of Sciences, Chicago-Colin Silvester (chief operat-

ing off icer) ARC]IITECT: Perkins & Will, Chicago-Ralph E. Johnson (design prin-

cipal); Terrence M. Owens (proiect director); Thomas Mozina (senior designer);

Michael Poynton (project architect); Nicola Casciato, Elias Vavaroutsos, Jeff

Olson, Michael Bowers, Geoff rey Brooksher, David Poorman, Tyler Shyrer, Jerry

Johnson, David D unn (proiect team) LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT: Carol J H Yetken

Landscape Architect EilGIilEERs: C.E. Anderson & Associates (structural);

ESD/Environmental Systems Design (MEP);Terra Engineering (civil); GKC/EME

Engineer (consultant) C01{SULTANTS: CCS/Constructions Cost Systems (cost

estimating); Lee H. Skolnick Architecture + Design Partnership (exhibit design)

cENERALC0I{TRACT0R: McHugh Construction Company CoST: $13 million
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BY LAWRENCE W. CHEEK
Minneapolis, for too much of the year, has a scurry-for-cover environ-
ment, which explains why we don't encounter Antoine Predock,s usual
premeditated complications in the entry sequence atthe new University
of Minnesota Gateway.

You dash for the door through blind ing snow, and-wham!-the build ing
explodes into a six-story cavity f ramed in a glassy waterfall, a surreal
Anasazi cl iff palace, and the ghost of footba I I seasons past. There,s d rama
here, plenty of it, but instead of a deliberate massage of mystery, you get
whiplash. Despite the airy dignity of the space, it's a collision of images
and sensations, as rapid and disjointed as high-speed Web surf ing.

Three campus organizations-the Alumni Association, the Minnesota
Medical Foundation and the University of Minnesota Foundation-
teamed up to commission the $27 million building which serves a f arrago
of f unctions: university convocations, regents' meetings, student recruit-
ment, and alumni solicitations. The last f unction is critical. This univer-
sity is no monr-and-pop operation, and you know it within seconds after
entering. You're encouraged to think big, both by architecture and pol-
icy. "We have no plaque in this building for Ia gift of] less than g100,000,,'

says Alumni Association executive director Margaret Carlson.
Among six archttects interviewed for the job, predock was the only

one without a Minnesota diploma, and the only one who showed up with-
out a model tucked under his arm. He talked conceptually, scooping up
swaths of Minnesota geology, landscape and culture. Carlson remem-
bers thinking that Predock's presentation "got at the heart and soul of
what an alumni center could do for the campus." The clients also
dreamed of a second "signature" building for the university, a comple-
ment-orfoil-to Frank Gehry's 1993Weisman Art Museum.,,We wanted
a building," says Dan Saftig, vice president of the Medical Foundation,
"that would create a buzz in the state."

rm
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McNAMARA ALUMNI CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA GATEWAY

CLIENT: U niversity Gateway Corporation; U niversity of Minnesota Alumni
Association; University of Minnesota Foundation; Minnesota Medical Foundation at

the University of Minnesota; The LaSalle Group (owner's representative) ARCHITECT:

Antoine Predock Architect, Albuquerque, New Mexico-Antoine Predock (pri ncipal-in-
charge); Douglas L. Friend (senior associate-in-charge); Geoffrey A. Beebe, Mark

K. Donahue, W. Anthony Evanko, Paul A. Fehlau, Arturo Griego, Graham F. Hogan,

Jennifer Lein, Robert McElheney, R. Lawrence Mead, Patricia J. Pollock, Kira

Sowanick (project team) EXECUTIvE ARCHITECT: Korsunsky Krank Erikson Arch itects

LANDSCAPEARCHITECT: Sanders Wacker Bergly ENGINEERS: Meyer, Borgman and

Johnson (structural); Eriksen Ellison and Associates (mechanical/electrical);

Edwards and Kelcey (civil); Metropolitan Mechanical (HVAC) C0NSULTANTS: Shuler &

Shook (lighting designer); Electronic Interiors (electronic media consultant) GENERAL

C0NTRACT0R: M.A. Mortensen C0ST: $27,350,000 PH0T0GRAPHER: Timothy Hursley
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It has at least created a buzz on campus, one that evokes the chas-

mic digital divide between generations. Students tend to dig the build-
ing, says architecture dean Thomas Fisher, while faculty and staff just

don't get it. Fisher theorizes that the Web-spun generation f eels com-
fortable in a visual culture wherein images f lash and collide in unpre-

dictable succession, while people who grew up with books expect a

building to have a clearly delineated fagade and a linear progression of
forms and ideas.

Predock's building comprises two distinct pieces: a six-story recti-
linear copper-clad olf ice wing and a crisply folded polyhedron dressed

in near-pink granite and slashed by diagonal 10-inch-wide ribbon win-

dows. The polyhedron encloses the building's main public spaces:the

soaring 11,000-square-foot Memorial Hallfor convocations and con-

templation, a Heritage Gallery with exhibits starring alumni such as

Garrison Keillor and Walter Mondale, four meeting rooms, and a cafe.
Memorial Hall may be stagy, but it is unquestionably stunning.The inte-

rior walls are paneled in smooth hemlock planks separated by r/r-inch

gaps, and the wedgelike windows gather enough lig ht to invest the room

with the changing moods of the sky. The blocky off ice wing shoulders

into the space as a copper f agade richly articulated with balconies and

rectangular proiections, eff ectively abstracting a cliff dwelling. On the

opposite side of the space, a 5S-foot-high brick-framed arch-salvaged
from the stadium that once occupied this site-forms the entry to the

Heritage Gallery. Installed 15 degrees ofJthe vertical, it becomes an arti-
fact or even a heart-tugging icon, rather than a piece of an old building

unwillingly put to work as part of a new one.

As a sculpture, and it begs to be evaluated as such, Gateway is only
partly success{ul. From a block or two away, its two parts seem lorced

together in a shotgun wedding:Their materials, colors, textures and

moods are so different that they appear to be very reluctant mates. The

polyhedron is hip, clever, ready to party;the o{f ice wing is sober, duti-
f ul, prepared to roll up its sleeves and work late. Predock tried to inf use

each with a snatch of the other's personality-one sleek window invades

the office block, and out back the polyhedron dutifully adopts the office
Jenestration-but it's not enough to be convincing. For this marriage to

work,the box needs a sculpturalenergy of its own-different, but no less

forceful than the polyhedron. Predock is designing a plaza to abut the

building on the polyhedron side; it should tie the building to the ground

more effectively.
Up close, approaching the entrance-when you're not having to

scurry-the composition works wonderf ully. The building reads as an

abstract cliff of sloping, intersecting planes and wedges, all slashing

into the sky with equal bravado. And inside, Memorial Hall pulses with

Architecture Power, and not in the predictable manner of a beaux-arts

train station or cathedral nave of comparable volume. lt's not size that
matters; it's heart and intelligence. In a perfect world, all university
buildings would have as much to say. ft
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Woodland and prairie plants ryere carefully choroographed
so that some are always in bloom, creating an gvar-changing

palette of cofor that varies with the season$.
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BY THOMAS FISHER
Architects struggle with time. All too often, they try to make their work either ageless or of-the-moment, but since time will neither go away nor come
to a stop, they typically f ail at the attempt. The Woman Suff rage Memorial in St. Paul, Minnesota-designed by Berkeley, California-based architects
Loom to commemorate the 70-year battle waged by women for the right to vote-shows how time's passage can be incorporated into and enhance
the meaning of a space.

Called Garden of Time: Landscape of Change, the memorial occupies one of three terraces connecting the classical Minnesota capitol to down-
town St. Paul, The memorial itself also consists of three parts: a shaded landscape of eastern woodland plants under an existing all6e of trees, a
sunny landscape of prairie grasses in amoeba-shaped beds stretching across an undulated lawn, and an open-weave, stainless steel trellis and walk-
way between the two f ields.

The design, which won a limited competition and subsequently a PiA Award (April 1998, page 70), wisely rejects the symmetrical, classical lay-
out called for in the capitol-area master plan and pursued by the other competitors. "Classicism," argues Ralph Nelson, the partner in charge of the
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project, "has come to represent political and economic power in this country. lt also suggests timelessness and a resistance to change-the very
things the su{f rage movement fought against."

The memorial's trellis stands as a kind of three-dimensional timeline. Each of its vertical posts represent a year in the suff rage movement, and
each horizontal bar, the lif etime of one of 25 women who led the battle in Minnesota. The bars, etched with the names and dates of the women they
stand for, weave back and forth among the posts, f lattening out to demonstrate the women's periods of greatest activity. At the lower end ol the
trellis (it climbs uphill toward the capitol), metal plaques mounted on the concrete base reproduce historical accounts of the early suffrage move-
ment, while at the upper end, text panels recount the political accomplishments oJ women since the passage ol the 19th Amendment in 1920.

The surrounding landscape marks a d ifJerent timescale. Loom caref ully choreographed woodland and prairie plants so that some are always in
bloom, creating an ever-changing palette oJ color that varies with the seasons. The architects also set narrow, undulated lines of stone pavement

through the site to suggest geological time-specif ically, the receding ice sheet that once gouged the bedrock below. "We wanted to convey the dura-
tion of the suflrage movement," says Nelson. "Many women worked their entire adult lives for a cause they never saw to completion."

Every detail of the memorial works toward that end. Take the pitch of the trellis: Rather than rise in a straight line up the incline, it starts level,
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slopes up with a sag in the middle, and levels off at the end, much like the suff rage movement itself, which lost and regained steam several times.

Ortakethedimensionsofthetrellis. Thickvertical barsmakethestructureseem,attimes, likeaprisonfence,whilefromafar,itszigzaghorizon-
tals suggest a gossamer fabric of woven steel thread, or closer up, a garden lattice interlaced with steel vines.

The memorial also accommodates different uses over time. On weekends, children play along the low undulated and stepped concrete wall;

during the weekday, office workers sit on the wall having lunch, with the trellis as a backrest; in the political season, speakers declaim at an upturned

portion of the wall which f unctions as a podium. Nelson likes the diff erent ways that people use and interpret the memorial, attributing them to the

lack of specif ic references in the work. "We avoided symbols, which have a singular signif icance, Analogies are more open to multiple interpreta-

tions, more f luid."
The suffragists understood this well. They had to attack the symbol of "the woman on a pedestal" in order to present women as analogous to men:

as thinking human beings capable of voting. Architects must do the same. They have become prisoners of their own symbols, whether a historical

style or the idea of the architect on a pedestal. They have also become captives of their own self-image as space makers, almost totally neglecting the

temporal aspects of what they do. To see what f reedom f rom these self-imposed traps looks like, they might look no f urther than this memorial. I
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MINNESOTA WOMAN SUFFRAGE MEMORIAL,

ST, PAUL, MINNESOTA

CLIENT: State of Minnesota-Nancy Stark
(Capitol Area Planning Board) ARCHITECT:

Loom, Minneapolis, Minnesota-Ralph Nelson
(principal-in-charge); Raveevarn
Choksombatchai, Martha McQuade (design
team) LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT: Amy Stef an
CONSULTANTS: Norma Nelson (graphic design);
Barbara Stuhler (historian)
GENERAL C0NTRACT0RS: Loom; Aloha
Landscaping; Meisinger Construction
C0ST: $453,000 PH0T0GRAPHER: Chris Faust
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1997 AWARD

BY AARON BETSKY
The Diamond Ranch High School unfolds out of the landscape in waves

of fractured form to become a civic structure of astonishing beauty.

Confronted with the pragmatic challenges of moving more than a mil-

lion cubic f eet of dirt around a steep site in suburban Los Angeles, a

budget o{ $145 a square foot, and a society in which secondary educa-

tion often takes place in prisonlike bunkers, architectThom Mayne ofthe
Santa Monica-based f irm Morphosis has excavated a signif icant civic
structure with the capacity to edify, educate, and delight.

Diamond Ranch is a stretch of hills that Californians euphemistically

call "golden" (i.e., nearly barren, except for a f ew lonely oak trees). While
the rest of the area is fast succumbing to sprawl, the Diamond Ranch

High School's especially precipitous, 72-acre site was considered

unbuildable because its unstable soils were likely to slide into the road-

cut of a highway. The Pomona School District capitalized on the site's
supposed uselessness, acquiring the land for a dollar from a nearby

L32 tl.oo archilecture
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municipality's redevelopment agency and then obtaining $5 million {rom

the stateto stabilizethe hillside. In negotiations with the state and envi-

ronmental pressure groups such as the Sierra Club, the school district

agreed that no soil would be removed f rom or added to the site.

"lt all worked out, because in a high school you have to start with the

playing f ields anyway," comments Mayne, referring to the vast amounts of

space most high schools devote to sports. Working with Thom Blurock

of Blurock Partnership (a California-based f irm with a specialty in

schools) and Olveri Engineering, Mayne won a limited design-build com-

petition that the school district staged in 1994. He proposed to tame the

380-foot drop across the site with three terraces: an upper playing f ield'

the school, and a lower playing field. Further grading provided access and

parking for 770 cars to the south of the main building site.

Mayne did not treat the site work as separate from the design of struc-

tures, but rather saw the whole task as a ref old ing of the land into a bu ild-

ing. "l am interested not in making isolated objects, but in how plates can

become forms," he explains. Working closely with project architect John

Enwright, Mayne developed the concept of a folded surface that undu-

lates across the site in a geometric abstraction of existing contour lines-
this creased plane became the school's roof. Because of the way Mayne

and Enwright manipulated them, the forms make visible the site's inher-

ent topography, while at the same time appearing to be monumental and

abstracted versions ofthe waves of pitched roofs covering the subur-

ban homes below.

A particular program governed the making of spaces within this

derived landscape. Superintendent ofthe Pomona school district Patrick

Leier was concerned from the beginning with "how we keep students

connected in such a large school; how we keep things smaller; how we

blend with the site." He and his team proposed breaking the 2'000-stu-

dent school down into small clusters with no more than 300 students in

each, and asked Mayne to think of the f acility more as a campus in the col-

legiate sense.

Mayne responded by cutting through his plates to create three sepa-

rate wings for the ninth and tenth grades. These thin bar-buildings can-

tilever out over the slope and open up to playing f ields on the north. On

the south side of the building, he organized classrooms {or the remain-

ing two grades around small, internal courtyards. Teachers also have

off ices associated with each cluster. While the southern classroom

buildings exhibit all the assertive exuberance of modernist construction,

the back wing creates intimate and introspective spaces that mine the

hill for small oases of academic gathering.

An internal street winds its way between the row of classroom wings

on the north and through the class clusters on the south. The street twists

between the roof's folds and the functional spaces, tying the volumes and

the roof plane together into a coherent assembly. lt is a canyon, but also a

village street with activities. Periodically, the roof plunges down to meet

buildings placed at slightly diff erent angles, in a choreography of verti-

cal measure and horizontal flow. Because of the separation between the

wings to the north, the views always make students and f aculty aware of
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the world outside, while the density of forms to the south roots the com-

munal gathering space in the site.

The school's organization is thus rather conventional. The northern

and southern classroom wings open on a central spine between the east-

ern and western wings. At the east end o{ this central corridor are the

main entrance and gathering spaces: a library and administration build-

ing, a gymnasium, a cafeteria, and a multif unction room. Here the steel

trusses holding up the roof are visible both inside and out, and the

stucco-clad walls and glass planes rise up to announce the school's

identity. These large spaces are what the public sees {irst and what stu-

dents can useto orientthemselves asthey return periodicallyto them lor

communal activities. They introduce the school and give it an identity like

a pedimented and columned entry in your standard Central High. The

Jacilities can also be used by the community.

Mayne has in many ways done no more than f ind the central idea of a

conventionally organized school-with its long, double-loaded corridor

with classrooms on either side and a controlling fagade of administra-

tive space-buried within the logic of the school's program. Rather than

cladding this shape, he has treated the corridor like a cut in the ground,

excavated one arm of classrooms and cantilevered the other, and then

unfolded the formal f ront using his system of site analysis.

"At this stage in my career I am more involved in how you set up a

strict system, and then open it up," Mayne claims. "l am concerned with

how you create both difference and coherence out ofthe manipulation of

a set of conditions, rather than adding them on to a simple shape."

To Mayne, this is not just an abstract working method. With two sons

in high school, he understands such institutions as places where stu-

dents learn about a tense cultural and political system that somehow

remains coherent, and he wants his buildings to be part of that educa-

tion: "By cutting into the lines we set up, which were based on the land-

scape, we initiated accidents and exploited them," he explains' "The

result is heterogeneity and even conf lict within something that still
hangs together."

Superintendent Leier, who has gone on to expand on the "college

campus" model in several other schools in Pomona, one ol which was

previously a shopping mall, agrees that the school should be "a place

where students learn just from looking around themselves. lt is really a

model community," he says. What at f irst appears to be a conf luence ol

tortured planes rising up out of a barren and banal landscape finally

resolves itself into a model for civic architecture. Thanks to Mayne's

structural expression, response to site and program, and a f ew willlul

gestures, the school offers intricacy, complexity, and a sense of discov-

ery appropriate to the act of learning. [?
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North-south sections T------T 32' n

$ gYmnasium

1p stase

$ exteriorcorridor

ffi classroom

{p courtyard

(f media tube (unbuilt)

il0UEIEilT May:re formed the schocl's central corridor with tilt*d, c0rrusared-steet watts t0
create an absiraetit* +f a natural ravine 0r 0f the false storefrsnts *f an American main street
(facing pase, teF lefti. Brealss in the walls provide views cf the surr+unding landscape anrl suggest gathering
places for sturlents {faei*g Bage, top right and hottonr}"
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Third-floor plan
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DIAMOND RANCH HIGH SCHOOL, DIAMOND BAR. CALIFORNIA
CLIENT: Pomona Unif ied School District, Diamond Bar, California-patrick Leier
(superintendent) ARCHITECT: Morphosis, Santa Monica, California-Thom Mayne
(principal); John Enright (project architect); Cameron Crockett, David Grant,
Fabian Kremkus, Janice Shimizu, Patrick J. Tighe (proiect team); Sarah Allan,
Kaspar Baumeister, Jay Behr, John Bencher, Mark Briggs, Frank Brodbeck,
Takashi Ehira, Magdalena Glen, lvar Gudmunson, George Hernandez, Martin
Krammer, Ming Lee, Francisco Mouzo, Christopher payne, Kinga Racon,
Robyn Sambo, Andreas Schaller, Bennet Shen, Mark Sich, Craig Shimahara, Tadao
Shimizu, Steve Slaughter, Brandon Welling, Eui-Sung yi (project assistants)
ASSOCIATE ARCHITECT: Thomas Blurock Architects-Thom Blurock (principal); Tom
Moore (project architect); Mark Briggs, Kevin Fleming, Nadar Glassemlou, Chris
Samuelian, Kristina Steeves, Jose Valentin, Wendell Vaughn, Lis Zuloaga (proiect
team); Gregory Aston, Colleen Bathgate, Mike Blozek, Vince Coffeen, Karen
Maclntyre, Kathy Sun, Brady Titus, Robert Trucios LANDSCApE ARCHITECT: Allen
Don Fong ENGINEERST Ove Arup & Partners (structural); Andreasen Engineering
(civil) cENERAL C0NTRACTOR: Bernards Brothers COST: Withheld at client,s request
PH0T0GRAPHER: Timothy H ursley
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Anodizing is the finish of choice for

aluminum, providing these advantages over

other coatings:

. Abrasion resistant

. Cost effective

. Hard and durable

. \Veather resistant

. Doesn't crack or peel

. Unaffected b,v sunlight

. Environmentally friendlr,.

Anodized finishes arcn't just a coating, thev

become partof the metal. Select from a varietv

of colors, or choose a cleaL anodize to show off

aluminum's natural Iu$er

For a sophisticated look that lasts, one that

enhances 1'our distinctive design, surpasses

.vour clients' demand for cost effectireness, and

inparts enduring beautri there is onlv one

choice - anodized aluminum.

A&D Prevost, Inc.

\IETAI,CO

Clariant Corporation

I{PP Companies

888-577-7887

Walgren Compan.v

800-831-5555

Southem Aluminum Finishing Co

www.saf.com

Aluminum Anodizers Council

1000 N. Rand Road. Suite 214

!i,?uconda. IL 60084- 1 184 IISA

Tel: 847 / 526-2010 . F tx. 847 / 526-3993

mail@anodizing.org uwwanodizing.org
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Allen's Town
continued from page 65

all-too-vivid Cinerama screen. "We could-
n't eat pea soup for a year," he groaned.

Allen hired BooRA Architects of

Portland, Oregon, for the Cinerama rehab,

and, says senior interior designer Tonia

Hein. "he wanted us to come to him with
ideas, pushing the edge." They did, both in
terms of nostalgia and technology. Wall
coverings are screen-print reproductions

of 1960s wallpaper. They specif ied both

standard and curved Cinerama screens
(only two other theaters in the world can

show classic Cinerama f ilms today). Allen
also insisted on f irst-class amenities {or
disabled patrons.

The smash-hit Cinerama has spun off
plenty of goodwilltoward Allen. (Vulcan

will not say whether it's prof itable.) In an

editorial noting Allen's "impulses" to buy

the Seahawks, restore the Cinerama, and

build a rock 'n' roll museum, the Seall/e
fimes gushed, "Keep it up, Paul. For the
sake of everyone having fun, trust the
f orce."

But any 800-pound gorilla's movements

are sure to cause discomfort. Local criti-
cisms center on two points: that his
patronage, f or all its am bit ion, is desu ltory;

and that, in the long run, it may be

unhealthy for Seattle to depend on the for-
tune and largess of one individual.

"l think his patronage has been, frankly,

uninspired," says AlIied Arts'Steffen, "lt's
not acting as a force of evil in the land-

scape, but it's not visionary, either. I f ind

EMP sort of an interesting building, but

nothing that speaks to a specif ic problem:

'Hey, look, we can make a blob.' lf EMP is the

answer, what's the question?"

Well, the question may be a sweeping

one: Aesthetically, how does Seattle play

out the role of world-class city that it's
claimed for itself? With idiosyncratic
exclamation points such as the EMP, or

through a stately and coherent urban tex-

ture, as in Paris? The same disposition that
makes Seattle pedestrians wait politely for
the lightto change makes us chary of archi-

tectural exhibitionism; this is a city of
grade-B buildings that make no forward
lunges, and historically most people have
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seemed to like it this way.

Steinbrueck, whose father, Victor, was

instrumental in designing the Space

Needle, thinks Seattle's "rather staid"
architecture can use some prodding and

shaking, but he worries about the concen-

tration of power and wealth behind these

new developments, "We cannot-should
not-break the rules for good urban design
and context, and l'm seeing intense
oressure to do so."

At the same time, Steinbrueck is con-
cerned about the city's increasing habit of

looking to its nucleus o{ billionaires (Allen

is one of nine in the Seattle area, according

to Forbes) to do everything from preserving

theaters to subsidizing mass transit. (ln
J u ne, two C ity Council members wondered

aloud whether Allen might like to get

involved in expanding the downtown mono-

rail.) "lt's not healthy," he says. "lt excuses

us f rom personal responsibility. I think it's
distorting our attitudes and values."

But the same can be said of a lot of

things that are happening in Seattle, one

of the world's most conspicuous boom-

towns. Bungalows in middle-class neigh-

borhoods are selling for $300,000, a

grotesque distortion of values. Microso{t
geeks are retiring in their 30s with multi-
million-dollar stock-option bonanzas, and

the ways in which they spend, or give away,

their wealth, marks a social revolution in

the making.
"There's still a search, not an absolute

consistency in what they're doing," says

Jeff rey Ochsner, chair of the University of

Washington's Department of Architecture.
"They're learning to be benefactors,
because their wealth is so new. But clearly,

Seattle is benef iting {rom people who have

their roots here and want to make it a

better place."

Making any boomtown better is a com-
plicated process. Wherever there's a sud-

den inf usion of wealth, traditions overturn,

values distort, mistakes happen. But

Seattle seems big enough and mature

enough to absorb even Allen's ambitions
without corrupting its soul. Even if the EMP

is the basilica of the nouveau-hip Seattle,

it's not about to replace the Space Needle

as the city's physical and spiritual symbol.

As Steinbrueck says, correctly, the build-
ing is "not an image you can retain in your

mind verv well." ft
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eliminating the need for maps or road signs. Richard
Serra's Halde Schurenbach sculpture in Essen alone jus-

tif ies a trip to Emscher Park. lmpossible to reach by car,

one must make the pilgrimage to the installation by foot,
climbing a black coke tumulus which is about 230 f eet tall.
No plants grow on this plateau, which resembles the
crater of a volcano or some other surreal place, sus-
pended between the sky above and the postindustrial
landscape below. The sculpture seems either too big or
too small, depending on one's perspective: lt is small
against the pylons, chimneys, and motorways in the dis-
tance, but it is large on its prominent site.

Not far away is the gasometer of Oberhausen, a
totem of industrial culture. A polygon in plan, its exterior
skin is made of horizontal metal bands interrupted b!
corner supports. During Das Finale, artists Christo and

Jeanne-Claude installed 13,000 multicolored petrol bar-
rels inside the belly of the structure. The gasometer is an

urban hinge where many routes come together, serving
as a meeting point for pedestrians, motorists, cyclists
and train passengers. On an adjacent site, a shopping
center and sports complex are new money generators,

lf Oberhausen is now a commercial hub, nature and
culture are the main attractions elsewhere in Emscher
Park. The former Krupp Steelworks factory at Bochum is
in the process of becoming a park, while the
Jahrhunderthalle, a hangar that dates to 1900, has been
converted to a theater, symbolizing a new alliance
between archaeology, ecology, and the arts. Other dis-
used buildings have been reincarnated as museums,
community centers, techno-discos, and more. The mate-
rial energy that once forged metal and drove machines
has been transferred to the production of culture,

Emscher Park provides a meeting ground for nature
and culture, bringing traditionally antagonistic forces into
weirdly peacef ul cohabitation. This is the foundation for
the new postindustrial landscape. lt contains spaces and

moments that are wonderlully ambiguous, at times con-
tradictory, butthat aptly characterize our historically con-
f lictual relationship with nature. Emscher Park challenges
how we relate to the land. Take, for example, landscape
architect Martha Schwartz's project at Mechtenberg.
Covering an area of 290 hectares, it resembles an enor-
mous carpet undergoing constant change. In the differ-
ent seasons, its plantings form diff erent patterns. Visitors
puzzle over whether it's a garden, a f ield, a wasteland, a
sculpture, or a strange mix of all of the above. Can we
tramp on this f lowerbed? Are these natural wind patterns
or strange alien markings? Did someone really design
this? Will allthis be gone in someday, like the dinosaurs?
Probably. Butthen something else willtake its place. f,
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Eurocobble'

Wi I lamette Industries,

Granite cobblestone in modules-
An updated 12-page catalog leatures
authentic European cobblestone pre-

assembled in modular torm. Modules
in square, Jan, concentric ring, and
custom formats arrive at the .iobsite
ready for quick and easy installation.
Pedestrian or vehicular application.
Eurocobble@ has supplied the design
community with traditional and cus-
tomized paving solutions for ove|t5
yea$. 877-877-5012.
Circle 2.

The Universal Underlayment for Tile
and Stone-SchlUtero-DITRA is
specifically engineered to protect ce-
ramic tile and stone installations
against subfloor movement. lt can be
applied over green concrete, 24" o.c.
trusses or l-joists, plywood and OSB,
pre-stressed and post-tensioned con-
crete slabs, radiant-heated floors, and
gypsum-based screeds. Schliiter@-
DITRA also functions as a wateroroof-
ing layer. For more information, call
1-800-472-4588 or visit our website at
www.schluter.com.
Clrcle 6.

lnc.
Duraflake MRo Particleboard-Archi-
tects specify Duraflake MFlo moisture-
resistant particleboard for cabinets
and counters where humidity and in-
termittent water contact is common.
Duraflake MR@ is stronger, absorbs
less moisture, and exhibits minimal
thickness swell comoared to standard
particleboard. Third-party manufactur-
ers otfer a wide variety of laminated
surfaces. Call and we'll send you a
FREE Duraflake Specifications
Binder. 1-800-887-0748, Ext. 310
Circle 10.

SchltiteP-DITRA
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The Literature offered on these pages (with rare exception) are ftee for the asking. Simply
fill out one of the postage paid readet service cards located elsewhere in this issue, circle

the appropriate numbers and drop it in the mail.

Spring Gity Electrical

Gressco Ltd.

lir",r-'[:o'

Meltdown Glass Art &

Manufacturing Co.
Beautitul Outdoor Lighting-Create
a true sense of place for your project.
Towns, cities, universities, and Main
Streets have chosen Spring City cast-
metal lamp posts more than any other
brand, since 1843. Free catalog
shows beautitully crafted traditional
lamp posts, bollards, traffic controls,
and more-the country's widest selec-
tion. Spring City Lighting, Spring City,
Pa.

Circle 4.

Unique Children's Environments-
Gressco introduces HABA@ and
Kindersystern@ furniture. Our modular
loft furniture, seating, shelving, plat-
Iorms and room partitions can truly
create an unforgettable children's area
in your hospital waiting room, child-
care center, church, library or any
room. Call Gressco today tor a free
catalog and distributor information. 1-

800-345-3480, www.gresscoltd.com.
Circle 8.

Design LLC
Designed by BJ Katz and Robert
Jenkins, winners ot the CSI 2000
Southwest Region Craftsmanship
Award, MD215 Cobblestone is one of
a series of handmade kiln{ired glass
textures created to comolement a vari-
ety of styles. Uses include colorful art
screens, sculptures, door, windows,
room dividers, flooring, tabletops, and
show enclosures. Make your nelit pro-

iect state of the art. (T) 800-845-6221
(F) 480-949-9809.
www.meltdownglass.com.
Circle 12.



Waste Not,
Want Not
continued from page 81

educational and truthf ul, which
could be embarrassing for the
military but is important for the
national conscience."

He is proposing something
similar for Cancer Alley, a noxious

corridor that stretches from
Baton Rouge to New Orleans
along the Mississippi River, which
he began photographing last year.

Over 100 petrochemical plants
have made this one of the most
toxic regions in the country. He
enlisted New York architect Lindy
Roy to help him develop a pro-
posal that would renew the work-
ings of this whole corridor, with

the factories functioning equally
on industrial, economic, cultural,
and ecological levels. While theo-
retical, their plans are not so
far-fetched.

"Because a lot of these places
are Superfund sites, the govern-
ment could force industries to
clean them up," Misrach reminds.
Why don'tthey? So many sites, so
much bureaucracy. Tightening
regulations is one approach, offer-
ing incentives is another. Across
the country local governments
already provide funding assis-
tance and zoning variances for
those willing to remediate and
develop troubled (usually tagged
"redevelopment") areas. On some
level, the admirable conversions
of sewage treatment centers into
parks (Manhattan's Riverbank

and Boston's Deer lsland) and

real estate ventures on landfills
can offer some guidance on how

to extend and solidify other recla-
mation projects.

McDonough believes it's far
more effective-if more comoli-
cated-to convince companies to
integrate sustainability and envi-
ronmentalism in their larger corpo-
rate strategies from the get-go.
Regulations, he suggests, will only
lead to reactive gestures, such as

meeting minimum soil or air qual-

ity requirements. "Rather than aim-
ing for the least bad, companies
should be encouraged to go out
and benchmark the best," he says.

Germany's Emscher Park
offers many precedents in recla-
mation efforts. lts diverse compo-
nents run from the conceotual to

the practical, and from the laud-
able to the problematic. One ol the
project's most visible gestures is
the region's recasting of the many
industrial structures as massive
light sculptures-becoming art,
just as Sheeler, Lewis Hine, the
Bechers and others, have always
seen them. But aestheticizing
these landscapes would be terribly
wrongheaded. Says Bargmann, "l
get nervous when I hear people
say that a project is about 'green-
ing a landscape,' because it
sounds like the solution will be

only surface-deep." She, like
Misrach, bel ieves it's important for
these projects to communicate
what precipitated them in the f irst
place. They should be both monu-
ments to-and critiques of-the
industries responsible for them. tr
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ftll' The Leader in Customer Safib faciltonl
Specifications pricer Lease
4 mb, 600 dpi black Sj ,1 95 $35 per mo.

4mb,600 dpi black 52,250 $65 per mo.

16 mb,600 x 1200 dpi $j 895 $55 per mo.
16 mb,600 x 1200 dpi 52 795 $80 per mo,

16 mb,600 x'1200 dpi, PostScript $2 650 $75 per mo.
16 mb, 600 x 1200 dpi, PostScript $3 325 $95 per mo.

96 mb,6 gb hd, 1200 x 2400 dpi $4 495 $130 per mo.

96 mb, 6 gb hd, 1200 x 2400 dpi 55,395 $140 per

160 mb, 6 gb hd, 1200 x 2400 dpi $S 395 $140 per mo,

160 mb, 6 gb hd, 1200 x 2400 dpi $6,950 $180 per mo.

32 mb,600 x 1200 dpi $6 750 $175 per mo.

32 mb, 2 gb hd, 600 x 1200 dpi, PS 59 j50 $240 per mo.
128 mb, 5 gb hd,600 x 1200 dpi 58.250 $215 per mo.

128 nb,20 gb hd, 600 x 1200 dpi, PS $10,995 $290 per mo.

Guaranteed best price on HP Plotters!

Includes: Assembly and start-up instructions on CD ROM,

1 yearon-site HP waranty, unlimited telephone

techniml support, €ble, AuloCAD drive6, full

) of ink. Delivery in 2aolbusinBsdeysl
Loaso: The monthly paymenl shown is an example of a

48 month HP lnstallnent Lease.- 
Installation is available in most US locations

autodes
authorized reseller

Upg LT 2000 $195
Upg LT 2000i $195
Symbols 2000 $95

-
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ACAD LT 2000 $495
ACAD LT 2000 5 Pack $2.250

ACAD LT 2000i $625
ACAD LT 2000i 5 Pack $2.625

Which onc would you choose?
The elephants? The whales? The clean air we breathe?

Maybe the choice isn't so clear Maybe you'd like a way to keep them all.
Now the world's leading environmental groups are working together.

To find out how you can help, look for us at ww.earthshare.org.

one environment. one simple uay to care for it. 

fr'
Earth Share

Circle 132 on infirrmation card



continued from page 148

Hapco Decorative Lamp Posts

Innerface Sign Systems, Inc.

Hapco American Herltagerf Decora-
tive Lamp Posts are designed and
crafted to rigorous in-house standards
using lightweight, durable aluminum
castings and extrusions with thermo-
set powder paint finishes. Period lamp
posts enhance outdoor lighting for his-
toric or downtown renovations, parks,
recreational areas, subdivisions and
roadways. Mounting heights range
from eight to 45 feet. 1-800-368-7171,
www.haoco.com.
Circle 14.

ADA Signage Compllance-One ot
the nation's leading architectural sig-
nage companies for more than 29
years. Innerface offers signage plan-
ning and wayfinding consulting, and a
complete line ol interior, exterior and
ADA signage. Also introducing a new
inleractive/Touch Screen Directory
product. Nationwide coverage and a
commitment to quality driven customer
service has made lnnerface "The
Company That Does Things Right.'
For your local sales representative
please call (800) zt45-4796.

Circle 18.

Natural North Country slate. For en-
during character, nothing else com-
pares. No wonder - it's perfected by
nature! Free oroduct brochure show-
cases the wide variety of types and
colors, and comes with our Architect's
Guide to working with this remarkable
roofing material.
Circle22.

Willamette E-Z Frame@ System-Ar-
chitects specify the E-Z Fram@ Sys-
tem because it offers superior design
flexibility. This high-quality engineered
wood framing package comes with a
lifetime guarantee and is available at
competitive prices. The system in-
cludes Slruclarn@ LVL, StrucJoisl@ l-

.ioists, Willamette Classic GlulamsrM
and E-Z Rim@ Board. Call for informa-
tion and we'll send you our Free E-Z
Frame System Specifications Binder.
1-800-887-0748. Ext. 410
Circle 26.

North Country Slate

Willamette Industries, Inc.
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Modern Wood Works

JOMY Safety Products, Inc.

To Advertise CalUFax Michael Parrish
1-64&654-5763 or Fax 1{46654-5816

The JOMY staircases, balconies and
counter-balanced stairs are extremely
strong, will last the lifetime ol a build-
ing, yet require no maintenance. As-
sembled in sections at the site, these
can easily be installed by two or three
people without the use of heavy equip-
ment or cranes. All are custom built for
the individual application, with a 10
year warranty. Call 800-255-2591 or
find us at http://www.jomy.com.
Circle 16.

Reproduction Eames storage units
direct from the manufacturer. Our
units are very high quality and materi-
ally and dimensionally mirror the origi-
nal 1950's design. Standard units,
desks and custom units are available.
Modern Wood Works 504-461-5380,
504-461-5211 fax, and on lhe web at
www.modernwoodworks.com.
Circle 20.

FLUSHMATE Division of Sloan Valve
Company offers intormation on pres-
sure-assist water closets, which elimi-
nates double flushing and provides ex-
ceptional performance. FLUSHMATE-
equipped fixlures, which are offered
by leading manutacturers in a variety
of colors and styles, are designed for
residential and well as commercial
and hospitality applications where
convenience and cleanliness are oara-
mount, To request specification and
design information, call 1-800-580-7141.
Circle 24.

33ol. Otf Best-Selling Architect
Formsl-With NEBS Letters of
Transmittal, send documents and
plans without writing letters. FREE
personalization and NEBS Business
Design. Choose Blue, Green or Bur-
gundy. 100 2-part Transmittal Forms
Unlined (#239T-2) $28.78; Lined
(#24OT-2) $29.15. Order with code
57393 at 1-800-225-6380 or at
www.nebs.com. 1 00o/" Money-Back
Guarantee!
Circle 28.

Sloan Flushmate@ Division

NEBS



PermaGrain Products, Inc.
Finewood@ is beautiful. natural
hardwood flooring for the home. lt
gives discerning consumers more
choices ol species, classic and con-
temporary colors and width options
than almost any other hardwood lloor-
ing. The tough PennThane@ en-
hanced urethane sealer with alu-
minum oxide ensures years of no-wax
beauty and easy maintenance. Call
61 0-353-8801 .

Circle 30.

Three-Sided Fireplace for Unlimited
Installations-Heat-N-Glo introduces
model PIER-TRC, a three-sided direct
vent tireplace that can be terminated
vertically or horizontally to accommo-
date nearly any application. The PIER-
TRC is perfect as a room divider, bar,
end of counter or a wide variety of cre-
ative installation possibilities. As with
all Heat-N-Glo fireplaces, the PIER-
TRC can be operated by remote con-
trol for the ultimate in convenience.
Call (888) 427-3973 (GasFyre)

Circle 34.

Arcata Bench-Arcata's simple, yet
sophisticated visual character is per-
fect tor city parks, riverfronts, and cor-
porate or university campuses. The
graceful arch frame clears the ground
to support and lift the square seat
form, creating a uniquely striking pro-
file. Arcata is available backed or
backless, in select hardwoods or
PolySite recycled plastic timbers.
Please call 800-430-6201 or visit
www.landscapeforms.com for more
information.
Circle 38.

CENTRIA Formawall@ Dimension
Series@ Metal Panel System
Brochure - Formawall Dimension
Series factory foamed metal panels,
with their variable thicknesses, pro-
files and reveals, offer architects and
building owners a new dimension of
design flexibility to make their prolects
more eye-catching. The panels install
quickly and easily, and their high insu-
lating values offer lower operating
cosls over the building's litetime. Con-
tact CENTRfA at 1-800-759-7474 fol
a free brochure.
Circle 42.

Heat-N-Glo

Landscape Forms

CENTRIA

Lehigh Portland Gement Company

PPG Industries, Inc.

Duvall Design

To Advertise CalUFax Michael Parrish
1-646-654-5763 or Fax 1646-654-5816

This design kit demonstrates why
Starphire@ glass is the clear choice for
beautiful results. Vision, safety/securi-
ty, spandrel, skylite, and interior glaz-
ings can sparkle lrom the iewel-like
brilliance of ultra-clear Starphire glass.
See for yourself why ordinary glass is
green with envy; call 1-800-377-5267
to requesl a kit or a glass sample.
Circle 32.

Lehigh White Cements for
Architectural Concrete Masonry-
A 4 page brochure describing the fea-
tures and benetits of concrete masonry
construction utilizing Lehigh White
Portland Cement for concrete blocks
and Lehigh White Masonry Cements
for the block installation. Contact:
Lehigh Portland Cement Company,
7660 lmperial Way, Allentown, PA
18195; Phone: 800-523-5488 ot order
on the web at www.leighcement.com.
Circle 36.

Fabric structures encircle breakout
conference spaces at Ciena Corpora-
tion in Cupertino, Calilornia. Concept
by Dimitri Avienko at HOK, San Fran-
cisco. Design development, fabrica-
tion, and installation by DUVALL DE-
SIGN. Contact Duvall Design of Rock-
land, Maine at 2O7-596-7940.
www.midcoast.com/-duvall.
Circle 40.

Fire Life Satety Door Sealing Prod-
ucts-Pemko has the door sealing so-
lutions that comply with new Positive
Pressure codes (UBC7-2, Parts 1 and
2/ UL10C). At ambient temperatures,
SiliconSealrM helps to prevenl the
spread of lite-threatening fire and
smoke. At elevated temperatures,
HotsmokesealrM, a thin, paintable
graphite strip, expands up to 40 times
its original size, lilling the gap between
a door and trame.
Circle 44.

Pemko Manufacturing Company
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F0LLANSBEE STEEL Contact us
for more information on our
Envirometals@, TCS ll and Terne ll.
Circle No. 83

GE0RGIA PACIFIC Contact us for
more information on our Dens-
Glass@ Gold exterior sheathino.
Circle No. 13

.hessamerica Ponte fuses form
with function; contact us.
Circle No. 43

INTER.LIGHT Lightsearch.com,
the #1 source for architects.
Circle No. 133

KALWALL Contact us for more
information or visit our Web site.
Circle N0.57

KAWNEER The Kawneer window;
let our experience bring your
brightest ideas to life. Circle No.59

LAM LIGHTING SYSTEMS Contact us
for more information on our
lighting systems. Circle 1{0.41

LEVITON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
The Dimensions line:contact us
for more information. Circle No. 5l

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC CORPORATIOI{

Get the f acts on Mitsubishi
elevators and escalators.
Circle No. 23

NALSA Prepare for the computerized
Architect R-egistration Exam with
Archif lash @. Circle No. 125

NEMETSCHEK NORTH AMERICA
VectorWorks ARCHITECT
delivers the promise of
Architectural CAD. Circle No. 127

NIXALITE OF AMERICA, INC.CaII
now to get your free planning
guide. Circle No. 5

0DEGARD Find out more about our
rare and original carpets.
Circle l{0. 103

PA0LI Rhapsody; contact us for more
information. Circle No. 113

PEMK0 Contact us for information or
visit our newly updated Web site.
Circle No. 37

PERMAGRAIN Timeless @ Series 3
joins PermaGrain's lamily of
SmartFlooring' products
Circle No. ll9

P0LYGAL USA Contact us for more
information about our outdoor and
indoor glazing and covering
applications. Circle No. 123

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
Concrete perf ormance f or
everything you build. Circle N0.77

REVERE COPPER PRODUCTS, INC.
Call today to learn more about the
colors of Revere. Circle N0.35

SEAL MASTER Get the facts on our
inflatable seals. Circle No. ll5

SEATTLE ART MUSEUM FoT moTe
information or submission
deadline, contact us. Circle No. l0l

SLoAN VALVE C0MPANY Contact
us Jor information on our
f lushometers and f aucets.
Circle N0.87

SMITH & HAWKEN To see our newest
product offerings, call for our
spring trade catalog. Circle No. 107

S0NY For a name and location in vour
area, call us. Circle No. 15

SPI LIGHTING GROUP For a comolete
architectural lighting catalog;
contact us. Circle No.8l

STYLEX Contact us for more
information; experience RHYTHM
in the physical sense. Circle No. 29

TECHNICAL GLASS PR0DUCTS Call
today to fi nd out more about th is
revolutionary system. Circle No. 9

USG C0RP0RATI0N Call or visit our
Web site for information on our
ceiling systems. Circle 1{0.89

USM Find out more about our modular
furniture. Circle l{0. 93

ZER0 U.S. C0RP0RATI0N Call us for
more information on our systems,
panels and tables. Circle No.97

For additional information from our
advertisers, circle the corresponding
number on the Free Product Information
Card. You may also get information
onf ine at www.arch itectu re mag,com.
First click on Reader Support, then
Product Info to reach our electronic
reader service card,

Did you miss valuable information offered hy advertisers in last month's issue of architecture?

The manufacturers listed below were
advertisers in last month's issue.
They are anxious to provide you with
their latest product information
and literature for your planning needs.
To receive this information, f ill in
the appropriate numbers on the selt
addressed, postage-paid response
card. For product literature from
advertisers in this issue, fill in the
appropriate numbers shown on

the advertisements.

ALKC0 LIGHTING Contact us for
more information on our lighting
fixtures. Circle No. 47

ALUMINUM ANODIZERS COUNCIL
Anodizing offers the look that
lasts. Contact us for information.
Circle No. 19

Al{DERSEN WINDoWS In today's
designs, it's the brand that helps
architects take value to new
heights. Circle No. I

APC0 USA Accord, a modular sign
system-contact us for more
information. Circle No. I35

ARCHITECTURAL AREA LIGHTING
Contact us for more information
on our Universe Collection".
Circle No. 12l

ARCHITECTURAL AREA LIGHTING
Contact us for more information
on our eSconce". Circle No. 73

ARDEE LIGHTING Contact us Jor
information on our lighting
systems. Circle No. 49

ARCHITECTURAL LANDSCAPE
LIGHTING Contact us for more

information on our lighting
fixtures. Circle No. 45

ARMSTRONG WORLD INDUSTRIES
Find out how Armstrong can work
with you to turn ideas into
realities. Circle No. 3l

AUToDESSYS 3D solid and surface
modeling software at its best. Call
or visit our Web site. Circle No. 71

BALDINGER ARCH ITECTURAL
LIGHTING Introducing the Adam D.

Tihany collection. Circle N0.39

BASF We don't make the carpet, we
make the carpet better. Circle No. I29

BENTLEY SYSTEMS Viecon.com by
Bentley-contact us. Circle No. 105

BIRDAIR Call, visit our Web site, or
write for comprehensive technical
support. Circle l{0. 3

BOBRICK WASHROOM EqUIPMENT
Matrix", a new option f rom
Bobrick-contact us. Circte No. 1l

BRADLEY C0RP0RATI0N Unexpected
thinking. U nexpected places-
contact us for more information,
Circle No. 25

BRICSNET Visit Bricsnet.com todav.
Circle No. 85

BUZZSAW Set up a personalized
project site. Contact us. Circle N0.27

THE CAD ST0RE Get the olotter
designed to meet the needs of
your specif ic application.
Circle No. lI7

CENTRIA Contact us for more
information on our architectural
metal panels. Circle N0.95

C0L0R KINETICS Full spectrum
digital lighting-contact us for
more information. Circle N0.33

COPPER DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
"Copper i n Architecture"-contact
us for more information. Gircle N0.69

D'AC LIGHTING Contact us for more
information on our Domino
sconces. Circle No. 5l

DESIGN WITHIN REACH Call for our
latest catalog featuring 84 pages
of modern design. Circle No. 79

Dow CHEMICAL C0MPANY Find out
more about Dow polyurethane
f loor covering systems.
Circle No. 17, 2l

DUP0NT C0MPANYFoT more
information, call or visit our Web
site. Circle No. 9l

DUVALL DESIGN Fabric sculpture for
interior envi ronments-contact us.
Circle No. 109

EFCo C0RPoRATI0N Make EFCO your
project partner from design to
completion-contact us. Circle l{0. 75

ELLIS0N BR0NZE Contact us {or
more information on our custom
doors. Circle No. 99
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THE UNIVERSITY OFTEXAS AT AUSTIN
DEAN OFTHE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

The University of Texas at Austin seeks a qualilied individual to
lead the School of Architecture as its Dean, beginning August 30,
2001.

Nominations and letters of application, accompanied by a curricu-
lum vitae, the names of three references, and other supporting
materials should be mailed to: Dr. Steven P. Nichols, Chairman,
Consultative Committee for the Selection of the Dean, School of
Architecture, Goldsmith Hall 2.308, The University of Texas at
Austin, Austin, Texas 78712-1 160.

The University of Texas at Austin is an Affirmative Action/Equal
Opportunity Employer. Please reler to the following website:
www.ar. utexas.edu/Dean Search.

NEW JERSEY SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
FACULTY POSITIONS

The New Jersey School of Architecture at New Jersey Institute of
Technology seeks applicants for positions at the rank of Assistant or
Associate Professor.

Architectural Technology & Design: Candidates must hold at least a
Masters degree in architecture or engineering & a professional license. A
record of achievement in practice & teaching or research is req'd in an
area of architectural technology such as building structures, construction
or environmental conlrol systems. Experience with the integration of com-
puter based applications in the architectural design process is essential.
The successful candidate will take a leadership role in the technology area
of the cuniculum & will work with design studio coordinators to enhance
the connection between design & building technology. As a technological
university, NJIT offers multiple opportunities for funded research within &
across disciplines. Send letters of interest, curriculum vitae & list of 3 ref-
erences to: Personnel Box NJSOA-AAP/ATR.

Computer Applications in Design: Candidates must hold at least a
Masters degree in architecture or related field. A record of creative & pro-
fessional work is req'd that includes research or teaching in the area of
computer applications to architectural design. The candidate will join an
internationally recognized program where computer based design is inte-
grated throughout the studio sequence. The successful candidate will
have numerous venues for specialized & interdisciplinary research & is
expected to contribute towards maintaining the school's leadership in the
field of computer applications in architecture. Send letters of interest, cur-
riculum vitae & list of 3 references to: Personnel Box NJSOA-AAP/CAD.

Architectural History: Candidates must hold a PhD in 1gth & 20th cen-
tury architectural history, with additional expertise in urban systems. A
record of scholarly research & publication, as well as teaching experience,
are req'd. Teaching in the school will include survey & seminar courses in
both the undergraduate & graduate professional programs. Send letters of
interest. curriculum vitae & list of 3 references to: Personnel Box NJSOA-
AAP/AH.

The university reserves the right to substitute equivalent academic quali-
fications or professional experience at its discretion. NJIT is an equal
opportunity, affirmative action, equal access employer & especially
encourages applications from women, minorities & persons with disabili-
ties. Send resumes to the specific personnel box of interest to: New
Jersey lnstitute of Technology, University Helghts, Newark, New
Jersey 07102-1982.

ARCHITECTU RAL OPERATIONS MANAGER

L. Robert Kimball & Associates (www.lrkimball.com), a nationally
acclaimed A/E firm, has an opening in its regional Pittsburgh, PA office for
an Architectural Operations Manager. The position requires an experi-
enced registered Architect with at least 10 years experience in the design-
ing of educational and institutional facilities. Position requires, excellent
business development and managerial skills, 3-5 years operational expe-
rience in a management position. EOE M/FA//H. Qualified applicants
send resumes to: Deborah C. Locke, Corporate Recruiter e-mail:
hmnres@lrkimball.com Fax: (814) 472-7712 Mail: 615 W. Highland
Avenue, Ebensburg, PA 15931

| '/ |

arcnfiecture
To advertise in Architecture's new Classified

Section simply fax your copy to:
Michael Parrish 646.654.5816

COLORADO
You know you want to.

The AIA Colorado Job Board. www.aiacolorado.oro.

Master ot Architecture, Post Professional Degree

FLORENCE

ft.
^t-/-.ffi

A TWO.SEMESTER PROGRAM
in design, including courses in history and theory,
is open to qualified snrdents with a first professional

degree in architecture. Obtain this degree while
studying in historic Florence and the rich artistic and
cultural heritage of Europe. Financial assistance
available.

For inlormation Contact:
SYRACUSE LT\IIVERSITY

Division of International
Programs Abroad (DIPA)

1 19 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-4170

1-800-235-3472
suabroad@syr.edu

or

School ofArchitecture
Graduate Programs

103 Slocum Hall
Syracuse, NY 13244-1250

156 11.00 architecture
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"Shape defines space. Texture refines it."
Anoro loo rlnocn't riocion 2 r^nm cho nro4lgs an enVifOnment With a pUrpOSe. She reaCheS neW heightS Of

inspiration with the versatility of texture and forrn. "A ceiling is the finishing element in framing the overal

harmony of a room. lts creative energy can define what the room is," says Angie. Define and refine with

CuRvRruRn'-'Eltrr and any of our fine textured CttiunPtu{ acoustical panels, such as Mrr-lrruNrn! Ecuesr'l Mnns*

or Fnost, with our Dorlru' Brand suspension,systems. Call us at877 874-4200 or visit our website:www.usg.com.

:F-' +t *

l----
Angie Lee, AtA, IDA

Prtncipal, Drrector of Corporate Practtce
OWP&P

Circle 108 on infbrnration card

CEILING
SYSTEMS \

lmag'jne The
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Frankenstein
Takes
Manhattan
Fox & Fowle's new Reuters tower inTimes
Square is a clumsy assemblage of unrelated
parts, Ned Cramer pieces the puzzle together,

With apologies to Chicago, New York is the f irst city of the skyscraper.
There, especially, builders of high-rises aspired to something f iner than
mere height, and, even amid the belt-tightening of the Depression,
attained it in the noble proportions and powerf ul iconography of the
Chrysler and Empire State buildings. But in these ostensibly bettertimes,
Fox & Fowle's newly completed Times Square headquarters for Reuters

falls short of the civic responsibilities of architectural patronage.

This latest upstart on the New York City skyline lacks the attenuated
elegance of its predecessors, which is due-at least in part-to the con-
temporary market's demand for larger f loor plates. Fox & Fowle clearly
struggled to mask the building's squat proportions. They varied the
cladding and massing to make Reuters appear, especially f rom Times
Square, like several adjoining towers with slimmer prof iles, and capped

the biggest segment with a straining, wedge-shaped f inial: "l'm a big boy!"

But hey, it's not just the economy, stupid. Architects should be able to
make magic of a demanding brief-by embracing it, not f ighting it. Walk 20

blocks north to 59th Street, and take in Christian de Portzamparc and the
Hillier Group's marvelous resolution of local setback restrictions in the
crystalline LVMH Building (March 2000, page 84). And a few doors down
f rom Reuters, Platt Byard Dovell's 42nd Street Studios building (May

2000, page 31) interprets the district's minimum illumination require-
ments as an elegantly lit fagade of glass and metal screens.

Reuters' piecemeal surface treatment is an outgrowth, in more con-
ventional architectural terms, of the cancerous, pedestrian-oriented
advertising mandated by the design regulations of the "improved" Times
Square. lt would be narVe to deny that skyscrapers are anything but giant

advertisements for the companies that build and occupy them. As
cathedrals of commerce, they embody as much propaganda as St.
Peter's. Still, so many different types of cladding subsume Reuters, as

well as Fox & Fowle's similar Cond6 Nast Building across the square ("a

building so nice they built it twice," quips one local critic), that neither
can be recognized as icons of the companies whose names they bear.

This may be a savvy developer's deliberately ambiguous branding strat-
egy (given the petulant economy, it's anybody's guess whether the cur-

162 11.00 architecture

renttenants willstay putfor long) but it makes for conf using architecture.
Fox & Fowle probably had complexity in mind instead. What they built

is more of an identity crisis-a mish-mash of forms and materials utterly
lacking in finesse or wit or higher meaning. Like Frankenstein's canni-
balistically assembled monster, unsure of its humanity, the Reuters
Building is forced to ask of itself: Am I a suburban off ice building? A
Times Square landmark? A Vegas casino? A deconstructivist knock-
off? Am I anything greater than the sum of my parts? The answer is no.

Whatever it is, the Reuters Building is not a skyscraper. To use such

a word would be a diminishment of its predecessors. I
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